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THE

WINNERS’

Circle

Wist Office Products, Arizona
Dealer, Scores ‘Huge Win’ on
New Statewide Contract
In Tempe, Arizona, Ian and Robert Wist
and their team at Wist Office Products are
icing up the champagne after coming out
winners on a major new statewide contract that makes them the vendor of
choice for over 200 local government
agencies, universities and school districts
that will be buying their office supplies
under the state’s Strategic Alliance for Volume Expenditures (SAVE) program.
Wist beat out competing bids from all
three of the national big box chains to win
the contract, valued at approximately $810 million.
“This was a huge win for our organization
and a true sign that organizations are more
open than ever to looking outside the ‘big
box,’” commented Wist general manager
Ian Wist.
Up until now, Wist and other Arizona independents had been largely locked out of
local government business by the state’s
sole source big box contract. All that,
however, is about to change big time.
“This was truly a team effort and would not
have been possible without the expertise
and dedication of the special people at
Wist who worked so hard together toward
a common goal,” Ian said.
He also paid generous tribute to the dealership’s key strategic partners for their role
in securing the contract. “Price was definitely a determining factor and we were
able to utilize our direct purchasing opportunities via our membership in TriMega
and our first call wholesaler United Stationers to maximize the discounts we
could provide,” he explained.
“Local government buyers and contracting
officers we’ve been talking with are really

excited about the prospect of being able
to do business with a locally owned and
operated company and enjoy a superior
service choice,” Ian added. Downturn or
not, it looks like it’s going to be a very busy
year for the Wist team. Congratulations!

Barefield Workplace Solutions,
Mississippi Dealer, Awarded
State Office Supplies Contract
for Next Five-Years
They were also celebrating last month in
Jackson, after Paul Maczka and his team
at Barefield Workplace Solutions beat
back some fierce competition to retain the
Mississippi state office supplies contract.
The Barefield team had held the contract,
valued at about $600,000 a year, for the
past five years but when it came up for renewal, they expected to have a fight on
their hands.
Competition came from both the big box
side and the independent community but
at the end of the day, Barefield’s bid won
out.
And what made the difference for the dealership? “I don’t think any of the big boxes
has someone on their staff like our purchasing manager Mary Helen Welch,” Paul
claims proudly. “Each of the companies
competing for the contract had about 10
days to put a bid together and she worked
weekends and nights to make it happen.”
We’ve said it before and no doubt we’ll say
it again: When it comes to going the extra
mile and doing whatever it takes to get the
job done, today’s independents are in a
class of their own!

Good News
from the Statehouse
Our Winners’ Circle section that leads off each
issue is usually a fun column to put together, with
plenty of news about independents who are doing
good things or with good
cause to celebrate.
This month, though, the news is particularly
encouraging, as we lead off with stories about
two dealers as far apart as Arizona and Mississippi who now share something very special in common: They both recently went head
to head against our national big box friends for
some pretty significant local government business and came out the winners.
We don’t know if two such wins constitute a
trend, but we certainly think they’re both worth
celebrating. Maybe, just maybe, local governments are finally tuning in to the idea that supporting locally-owned and operated businesses is a great way to keep local dollars circulating locally and provide a more solid tax
base for increasingly strapped local government budgets.
Maybe, too, they’ve finally figured out that
local office products dealers can offer prices
that are just as good, if not better, than anything the big box chains can come up with,
plus they get the convenience of not ending
up on the wrong end of an 800-number way
out of state any time they have a question.

Aggressive Acquisition Strategy
Helps Office Basics, PA Dealer,
Counter Downturn

And of course, unless we’ve been missing
something, there’s no reason to be concerned
that any investigative journalists or state auditors will be suggesting any independent has
been involved in overcharges, unauthorized
product subs or similar irregularities on their
state contract.

When the economy started to crash and
burn last year, Rich Leighton and his team
at Office Basics in Boothwyn, Pennsylvania, made a decision: They were going to
try and offset any loss of volume from ex-

Our congratulations go, not only to the folks
at Wist Office Products and Barefield Workplace Solutions for winning the contracts, but
also to the state procurement officials for making the right choice. Let’s hope other states
start following their lead in the months ahead.

continued from page 4
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isting business by acquiring other dealers
in the markets they serve.

ine “instant credibility” and a much higher
profile in the marketplace.

Fast forward nine months and by then that
goal, says operations manager Ray
Kendall, had largely been met.

“We’ve been recycling ink and toner for
over ten years but we’re finding people
today are really responding, not just to the
idea of doing the right thing for the environment but also to the opportunity to
save some money,” she says.

Office Basics started filling their shopping
cart in December of last year, when they
bought Market Street Stationers in Philadelphia. That was followed in January, with the
acquisition of Dearden Stationery in Willow
Grove, a suburb just north of the city.
And September brought news of a third
deal, as Team Office Products in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, also came under the
Office Basics banner.
And the result of all this acquisition activity?
“Even with all the turmoil in the overall
economy, we’re back in plus territory,” reports Ray. “July was the strongest revenue
month in our company’s history and as of
September, we were pretty much back to
pre-crash levels overall.”
Key to the dealership’s ability to weather
the economic storm is a highly diverse
customer base with no single customer
accounting for more than 2% of total volume, explains Ray.
In addition, he adds, government and
school districts represent Office Basics’
largest vertical market and while no part of
the economy has avoided the downturn
entirely, those sectors, he points out, tend
to have a higher degree of resistance and
that’s meant good news for the dealership.

Tangerine Office Systems, Las
Vegas Dealer Earns Local
Chamber Honors as ‘Green
Business of the Year’
Congratulations are in order for Edy Seaver
and her team at Tangerine Office Systems
in Las Vegas, after recently earning honors
from the city’s Chamber of Commerce as
its “Green Business of the Year.”
Edy received the honor at a gala awards
luncheon and, she says, it’s given Tanger-
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Tangerine started out exclusively in the ink
and toner business but added office supplies to the mix in 2003. “The businesses
we were calling on for cartridges also
needed office supplies so it was a natural
add-on,” she explains.
Today, supplies accounts for about 50%
of total sales at Tangerine, and even with
Las Vegas’s troubled economy these days,
that side of the business has been growing, fueled by a one-stop shop approach
that has added jan-san and break room
products to the mix and a shift in marketing towards larger accounts.

Honors for Tejas Office
Products’ Michele Fraga;
Dealership Recognized by Local
Business Journal
In Houston, Tejas Office Products has a
long history of community involvement
and recognition, built up since it first
opened for business in 1962.
Founder Lupe Fraga is a former board
chairman of the Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and son Stephen, current Tejas president, serves on the board
of Houston’s DePelchin Children’s Center,
the city’s largest provider of children’s social and mental health services.
Last month, another member of the Fraga
family earned recognition for her involvement in the community, as Tejas customer
service manager Michele Fraga was
named one of the “100 Hispanic Women
in Leadership” for 2009 by Houston-based
Hispanic Women in Leadership (HWIL).
“I’m honored to be recognized amongst
these 100 Hispanic Women in Leadership.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Our company truly encourages employees to
find a cause you believe in and get involved,”
noted Michele. “As a Hispanic woman, it’s
also important for me to be a good role
model. We can all make a difference.”
Michele’s honor wasn’t the only thing Tejas
was celebrating last month. The dealership
was also recognized by the Houston Business Journal in its annual “Largest Houston-Area Minority-Owned Businesses”,
coming in at Number 22 on the list.

MyOfficeProducts Opens
Distribution Center; Basic
Stockless Model Remains Intact,
CEO Stresses
Since opening for business in 2002, MyOfficeProducts has been on a fast-track
growth curve, based on a stockless model
that has taken it from zero to some $112
million in just seven years.
Now, the Brentwood, Tennessee-based
mega-independent has opened a 28,000
sq. ft. distribution center in nearby
Smyrna, just 20 miles down the road, but,
stresses MyOfficeProducts CEO and
chairman Bob Rolfe, the new DC in no way
heralds a move away from the dealership’s
basic business model.
“Our new facility will serve as a fulfillment
center for one of our customers with multiple locations across the country and
most of what we will be providing them will
be products they need to run their
branches that are non-office products
items,” Bob explains.
“It’s a great source of additional revenue
for us, but we’ve been 98% stockless so
far and because we serve 36 markets
across 15 states, I really don’t anticipate
getting into the warehouse business to
serve these markets ourselves any time
soon,” he added.

continued from page 6
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California Dealer Takes ‘Support Small Business’
Message to the State Capital

In Beltsville, Maryland, the folks at impact Office Products and
George W. Allen Company (GWA) have just about finished unpacking all the boxes after moving to a new distribution center
this past summer.
The two dealerships have an unusual arrangement—they go to market in the Washington, DC area as two separate organizations but
share a common physical location and back office infrastructure.
The set up has worked just fine for a number of years now and,
says Impact president Tim Flynn, things will be even better for
both dealerships in their new home.
“We moved less than two miles and the actual size of our new
place—63,000 sq. ft.—is not much more than what we had, but
it’s configured the way we want and our overall productivity is up
significantly,” Tim says.
Where before, Impact and GWA operated out of a two-story facility, everything now is on just one level, with separate areas for
receiving docks and delivery docks. In addition, there’s now a
separate area dedicated to the dealerships’ growing break room
and coffee service business, which makes it easier to handle that
side of the operation, too.
“We’ve been bringing in some of our key accounts to tour the new
facility and feedback has been very positive,” says Tim. “It’s not
the easiest business environment these days, but even if our existing customers are buying less, we’re finding prospects more
willing today to consider alternatives and have been able to add
new accounts as a result,” he reports.

Office Equipment Company, Kentucky Dealer,
Celebrates 60th Anniversary
In Owensboro, Kentucky, Gary Sisk and his team at the Office
Equipment Company have got something special to celebrate this
year as the dealership marks its 60th anniversary.
The business has come a long way from the early days when customers could call in on a three-digit phone number and deliveries
were made by bicycle, and says Gary, despite the downturn and
continuing fierce big box and mail order competition, he and his
team are starting to see encouraging signs of improvement in the
market overall.
Gary, who joined the business back in 1976, gives kudos to first
call wholesaler United Stationers and the is.group dealer co-op
for helping to keep his dealership competitive through all the tumult and turmoil of recent years. “It hasn’t always been easy,” he
admits, “but we’ve got a great team of people here and we’ve
been able to change as the market has changed.”

www.cbs13.com/video/?id=61387@kovr.dayport.com(VIEW CLIP)
It’s no great secret that California is not an easy place to do business, particularly for small businesses. But in Rancho Cordova,
just outside of the state capital of Sacramento, Jerry Bircher of
Express Office Products has mounted an aggressive effort to try
and do something about it.
Last month, Jerry was featured on his local CBS TV station in a
report that highlighted how the high cost of doing business in California is driving hundreds of businesses out of the state.
“You cannot force businesses out of California and expect revenues to remain where they are,” Jerry told viewers and he said
he and his wife Gayle have themselves considered moving to Arizona or Nevada for a more small business-friendly environment.
Jerry’s TV appearance last month was just the latest effort in what
has become an ongoing campaign to raise awareness throughout
the state of the need for a more level playing field.
Jerry currently serves as chair of the California Small Business
Association and earlier this year, he testified before the state’s
Committee on Jobs, Economic Development and the Economy
on the impact of California’s higher business taxes and fees on
Express and other small businesses.
California, Jerry told the committee, currently ranks among the
worst states for entrepreneurship and small business—47th in
a recent national study—compared to neighboring Nevada,
ranked 2nd.
He said current state policies cause California small businesses
to lose business to out of state companies and that as a result,
the state misses out on the tremendous multiplier effect for the
local and ultimately the state economy.
Jerry called on the state assembly to pass AB926, legislation that
would require inclusion of “loss leader” law on all California state
RFPs and to pass AB309 to make it mandatory for state agencies
to spend at least 25% of their contracting dollars with small busicontinued from page 8
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nesses, remove anti-business regulations and reduce business
fees and taxes. On an encouraging note, AB926 was passed by
the legislature and signed into law on October 11.

of activity and gave us a great opportunity to stay in touch with
our customers and make it clear we’re committed to being a significant player in the community,” Charles reports.

After over 30 years in the industry, including owning and operating
Express since 1983, Jerry is a realist and recognizes change will
not happen overnight. But, he says, response to his efforts has
been encouraging.

If you’d like to take a look at the TV show for yourself, just point your
browser to http://cfc.wset.com/videoondemand.cfm?id=50297&cat=lhv

“After the TV show, we received a lot of phone calls from people
thanking us for highlighting the problems facing small businesses
in California,” he reported. “It’s not easy but we’ve got to keep
trying. Otherwise, it’s a case of last one to leave the state, turn
off the lights!”

Virginia Dealer Takes to the Airwaves with Strong
‘Buy Local’ Message

Meanwhile, Charles is getting ready to become a member of the
local Chamber board next year and, he says, he’ll be pushing
even harder for support of that “Buy Local” message.

Tuscaloosa Office Products & Supply Marks 30th
Anniversary
In Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Gwenda Jones and her team welcomed
long-time customers and friends to a special Open House last
month as the dealership founded by her late husband, Ken, celebrated its 30th anniversary.
Ken was an industry veteran who began selling office supplies
when he was just 19 and set up his own dealership out of frustration with what he saw as the poor customer service his previous employer was offering.
Sadly, Ken died in 2002, but Gwenda has kept the business
going and she says, its foundation remains the commitment to
service excellence that Ken put in place when he first opened for
business.
The Tuscaloosa market has been hit hard by the downturn, but
Gwenda says she and her team are holding their own, thanks to
some disciplined cost control and a willingness to reach out to
find new revenue streams and add new value for customers.

Charles Haynesworth III of the Office Plus Business Centre in Danville,
Virginia, has got the office products industry hard-wired into his DNA.
As president of the dealership his grandfather founded in 1937,
and with his own son, Charles IV, currently running the furniture
department, he’s an expert on the benefits a strong, family-owned
and operated business offers and the way support of locallyowned and operated companies help the broader community by
keeping valuable dollars re-circulating locally.
Now, thanks to a recent news report on the local ABC-TV station
featuring Charles and his dealership, a lot more people in southern Virginia know about those benefits as well.
The report was broadcast by way of a preview of the local Chamber’s annual business show and it gave Charles an ideal forum to
present a strong “Buy Local” message.
He took full advantage of it, highlighting the way his business, as
a locally-owned and operated organization, keeps its profits in
the local community and provides employment for a team of
hard-working, well-trained industry professionals who themselves
have deep community roots.

In addition to its regular business—about 50% supplies with the
balance split between office furniture and equipment—the dealership has found new opportunities in the downturn by picking
up scratch-and-dent furniture from local auctions and businesses
that are downsizing or closing down.
“We’re finding our own customers looking for more value than
ever and scratch and dent is just one of the ways we’ve been able
to bring that to them,” she explains.

BuyOnlineNow Names Vice President of Operations
Online office products retailer BuyOnlineNow has named Jeff Kraus
vice president of operations. The position will provide operational
leadership for the company and have responsibility for Distribution
Infrastructure, Financial Operations and Human Resources.
Prior to joining BuyOnlineNow in 2007 as director of operations,
Kraus spent 15 years with wholesaler S.P. Richards Co., most recently serving as general manager of their Columbus, Ohio distribution center.

“The TV report and the Chamber business show generated a lot
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STATIONE RY

Celebrating 60 Years and
Three Generations of
Success in Hawaii
By Jim Rapp
The following invitation went out to all customers: “You are cordially invited to celebrate Hawaii Stationery’s 60th anniversary
at the Hawaii Prince Hotel in Waikiki. A Hollywood Premiere, where YOU are the star!”
“‘You are the star’ pretty much sums up the
secret of our success. The key is friendly,
personalized service. It’s our code of
honor”, says Stacy Sakata, the third-generation operator of this highly successful
family business.
Sakata sings the praises of his people.
“Our number one goal is taking care of our
customers and we have highly competent
and capable employees who do just that.
Some of our employees have been with us
for 40-plus years and they are just as involved and proactive today as the day they
started with us. We consider our employees part of our extended family and they
return the gesture by taking care of the
business first and foremost. We are very
lucky to have this bond in an era where
employment and benefits are scarce. ”

He also points out that taking care of customers is not a simple task. “We promise
next day delivery to almost all of our customers, including those accounts located
on the neighboring islands! This is quite a
feat considering that we are in the middle
of the Pacific Ocean where shipments from
the mainland may take many days or even
weeks to arrive.
“Because we carry a large inventory, we are
able to give better service than our competitors”, he explains. “We currently stock
more than 25,000 SKUs. This explains our
motto, ‘If it exists, we’ll deliver it.’
“Obtaining products was a lot more difficult
when my grandfather, Shizuto Sakata,
started the business in 1949, selling bookkeeping forms. My father Wilbert came into
the business several years later and added
office supplies to the mix.”
Hawaii Stationery is now the state’s leading, locally owned independent office supply dealer. They’re minority-owned, with a
wide base of customers from small business to large commercial and government
accounts. In addition, they do fulfillment work for national and re-

gional contracts through the AOPD dealer
network.
They’re located in one of the most beautiful
areas anywhere on the island, in the old
sugar mill town of Aiea, on the southern
coast of Oahu where over one million people reside.
The company is well-known for its involvement with numerous charitable organizations and provides school supplies for
needy children as far away as Afghanistan,
where they are enthusiastic supporters of
the Marine Corps and its humanitarian efforts with local schools.
At the end of my interview, Stacy Sakata
said, “Tell the readers that a lot of our success is due to the fine relationships we have
with manufacturers, wholesalers, dealer
groups and their representatives. And we
can’t forget the wonderful customers who
are not only our friends, but a part of our
family too. After all, they are the reason we
are still successful after all these years.”
n Hawaii Stationery
Aiea, Hawaii
n Stacy Sakata, President
Frank Tsukano, General Manager
n Supplies, Furniture, Furniture Services
n Founded: 1949
n Sales: $11 Million
n Employees: 45
n Partners: AOPD, DPCG, S.P. Richards
n Online Sales: 30%
n Web: www.hawaiistationery.com
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You could be selling
more JanSan products
with the right resources.

United Stationers

Resource Center

The Complete Cleaning,
Breakroom & Safety Supplies
Resource for the Workplace
OfficeJan.com

Visit OfficeJan.com today!
OfﬁceJan.com
JanSan@USSCO.com

Support the Jeff Vega Fund
There’s still time to make your contribution to
the Jeff Vega Fund if you haven’t yet done so.
The fund was set up in memory of BPGI executive director Jeff Vega who died last month following a tragic motorcycle accident.
The fund will be used to help pay education
costs for Jeff’s children—son Christian has just
entered the University of Miami and daughter
Nicole is a junior in high school—and also help
cover medical costs for Jeff’s widow Ginger,
who earlier this year suffered a stroke herself
and is undergoing continuing medical treatment.

Florida County Schools Superintendent Orders Full
Audit of Office Depot Purchases Following More
Overcharge Allegations
Florida’s Lee County School District, which includes Fort Myers,
Cape Coral and Bonita Springs and ranks among the top 50
school districts in size in the country, has announced plans to
conduct an extensive internal audit of its office supplies purchases from Office Depot, following charges by former Office
Depot account manager David Sherwin that the School District
may be eligible for a credit of more than $240,000.
Schools superintendent James Browder said the district will
launch a “full-scale investigation” of its contract with Office Depot.
Already in Southwest Florida, three other government agencies
have received credits from Office Depot in relation to the company’s contract pricing, according to a report last month in
Florida’s Naples News.
In addition, Naples News reporter Matt Clark said Office Depot’s
government contract practices are also being investigated by
seven states and four federal agencies.
The district’s school board vice chairman told Clark that while
Sherwin had been contacting district officials for over a year with
his concerns, new information received from Sarasota and Charlotte counties, which Sherwin has said both buy from Office
Depot, “changed everything” for the district.
“I have been reading what he would send us,” the vice chaiman
told Clark. “But until you get that different perspective, you don’t

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

“Jeff’s long experience and keen insight into
the office products industry, coupled with his
strong relationship-building skills and negotiating expertise, built a solid industry career and
literally thousands of independent dealers from
around the world benefited from his contributions,” commented BPGI CEO Jim Preston,
who will administer the fund with Jeff’s brother
Lou Vega.
For more information or to contribute, please
visit www.bpgi-llc.com/jeffvega.html.

see it. And when they told us, it really opened up some opportunities for us to look at some things in some new ways.”
According to Clark, Lee County received a credit from Office
Depot previously after an audit reported about $58,000 in overcharges. After simply contacting Office Depot with concerns
about the pricing switch, Cape Coral received $51,603 and Edison
State College received $24,234, Clark added.
The newspaper provided the following summary of government
investigations into contracts the agencies held or still hold with
Office Depot. After sharing his allegations, Sherwin received responses from the Securities and Exchange Commission and authorities in Pennsylvania and Alabama, all of which confirmed
receiving the information, but never confirm or deny ongoing investigations (view communications), according to the newspaper.
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/20090326163318003.pdf
Concluded investigations:
OCTOBER 2007 - County of Fresno, Calif. reports overcharges
and other issues with its office furniture contract with Office
Depot. The county re-bids its contract. (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/gaauditfiles.pdf
FEBRUARY 2008 - Georgia Department of Administrative Services reports overcharges, cancels its $40 million contract and attempts to ban Office Depot from the state. Office Depot fights
the ban, but then doesn’t bid on a new state office supplies contract. Georgia keeps a $1.5 million security deposit. (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/gaauditfiles.pdf
continued on page 14
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APRIL 2008 - Nebraska’s Auditor of Public Accounts, Mike
Foley, releases an audit, reporting Office Depot is overcharging
and “playing fast and loose” with state business. The state rebids its $3 million contract. Among other reported overcharges,
Foley said the company improperly changed the price of a certain pair of scissors from $1.46 to $3.03 mid-contract, an increase of 137 percent. (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/nebraskafullaudit.pd
f
JUNE 2008 - A Berkeley, Calif.-based independent accounting
firm conducts an audit of a contract Office Depot has with L.A.
County. The audit, which was done on behalf of Office Depot
and L.A. County, reports no significant overcharging or contract
violations. (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/accountingfirm0608.p
df
JULY 2008 - California officials report $2.5 million in overcharges related to a $25 million contract the state held with Office Depot, which allowed small businesses to purchase office
supplies at a lower cost. Office Depot later provides a $2.5 million “additional discount.” (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/california0708.pdf
SEPTEMBER 2008 - Lee County Clerk of Courts Internal Audit
Department reports about $58,000 in 2008 overcharges relating
to a switch in pricing plans on the L.A. County Agreement, on
which the county spends about $650,000 a year. Lee County officials say they have negotiated with the company to receive a
credit related to the audit report. (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/leecounty0908.pdf
SEPTEMBER 2008 - North Carolina State Auditor reports overcharges totaling $294,000 during a six-month period in which
$2.7 million was spent through its state contract. The contract
is rebid. (Read audit)
http://web.naplesnews.com/media/pdf/2009/ncfullaudit.pdf
MARCH 2009 - City of Pembroke Pines in Southeast Florida reports $17,177.64 in overcharges relating to the L.A. County
pricing plan switch, which the audit says the city never authorized. Office Depot makes a payment to the city, according to
city officials. (Read audit)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/pembrokepinesaudit0209.pdf
MARCH 2009 - City of Berkeley, California reports an overcharge totaling $262,000 on its three-year, $1.7 million contract
with Office Depot. (Audit not yet released to the public)
MARCH 2009 - City of Cape Coral receives $51,603 "credit" from
Office Depot in relation to the L.A. County Agreement pricing
switch, according to city procurement manager Mark Thiele. (View
the documents Office Depot provided to the City of Cape Coral,
showing the difference between Option 1 and Option 2 prices)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/capecoral1vs2.pdf
Ongoing investigations:
MAY 2008 - The Florida Attorney General’s Economic Crimes
Division begins working with the Florida Inspector General in
preparing a possible civil case against Office Depot.
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MAY 2008 - The North Carolina State Auditor says it has begun
a second investigation into Office Depot’s L.A. County Agreement.
FEBRUARY 2009 - The Missouri Attorney General’s Office announces it is conducting a state-wide investigation into all Office Depot contracts held by publicly-funded agencies in the
state.
FEBRUARY 2009 - Office Depot releases in its annual report
that three federal agencies, the Departments of Defense and
Education and the General Services Administration, are working
with the Department of Justice in investigating the company’s
government contract pricing practices. Sherwin refused comment on the investigation. (Read filing, page 16)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/08annualpg16.pdf
April 2009 - Office Depot releases in its quarterly report that it is
also being investigated by the Texas attorney general in relation
to pricing practices, primarily with government customers.
(Read filing, page 21)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/April09qrtpg21.pdf
July 2009 - Office Depot announces in its quarterly report that it
is also being investigated by the Colorado, California, and Ohio
Attorneys General in relation to pricing practices, primarily with
government customers. (Read filing, page 30)
http://media.naplesnews.com/media/static/june09qrtpg30.pdf
For additional information on Office Depot’s problems with its state
contracts, visit Depot State Contract Watch section of the
INDEPENDENT DEALER website. (www.idealercentral.com/id_watch.html)

Office Depot-Exclusive Chair Joins List of Product
Recalls Due to Possible Fall and Injury Hazard
If you’re shopping in a big box store and get tired of wandering
around, be careful about where you stop to rest!
Last month, we reported on the announcement from the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission (USCPSC) of a recall involving about 216,000 OfficeMax task chairs that posed a fall hazard to users because the back and the base post of the chair can
break while in use.
Now comes word of a similar recall for about 150,000 chairs that
Office Depot was offering as an exclusive at its stores and through
its web sites from May 2006 through August of this year.
The chairs in question, the Quantum Realspace PRO 9000 Series
Mid-Back Multifunction Mesh Chair and Multifunction Mesh Chair
with Headrest, are being recalled because the bolts attaching the
seatback on the recalled chairs can loosen and detach, posing a
fall and injury hazard to consumers.
That’s a grand total of 366,000 big box-exclusive office chairs that
have been recalled in the past two months. Maybe that $59.99
task chair isn’t such a good deal, after all! Who knew???
continued on page 15
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ship with one goal in mind—to improve cost of goods for every
TriMega member.”
Fish said the program will focus initially on eight core commodity
categories that together represent some $50 million in direct buy
volume. He said the group’s goal is to generate 1-2% in new program value, the equivalent of a $500,000-$1 million gain for
TriMega members.
At the same time, Fish indicated, TriMega’s 2011 catalogs will be
merchandised to support the program’s category winners, along
with the group’s 2010/2011 e-content.

TriMega’s alliance with S.P. Richards represents the most significant
partnership in the history of buying groups, TriMega president
Charlie Cleary told members at their annual convention.

TriMega Members Turn Out in Record Numbers for
Annual Convention to Celebrate Record Rebates,
Learn About New Programs
There’s an old business cliché that says you can’t manage what
you don’t measure, and if the numbers presented by TriMega Purchasing Association at its 2009 convention last month offer any
indication, president Charlie Cleary and his team are managing
extraordinarily well by just about any measure.
At a time when each of the national big box chains are posting
double-digit declines in their North American delivery business,
TriMega’s direct purchasing volume for the first nine months of the
year is off just 7%, with the group’s top 50 dealers posting only a
4% decline, Cleary told members.
Even more impressively, the group’s rebate payout for the year,
even with the purchasing decline, is projected to reach $35 million,
up 3% on last year and fully 15 times more than TriMega dealers’
annual dues.
Given those numbers, it was hardly surprising that the mood at
Focus 2009, the group’s annual convention, was buoyant and upbeat, despite all the challenges of the general economy.
Members turned out in record numbers for the event, with over
250 dealerships represented, 110 exhibitors on the show floor and
total attendance just shy of 1,000.
TriMega members and their business partners found plenty to talk
about during their three days in Ft. Lauderdale, but there was no
question Topic Number One was the group’s new strategic alliance
with wholesaler S.P. Richards and their new strategic sourcing and
national accounts initiatives.
“The alliance with S.P. Richards represents the most significant
partnership in the history of buying groups and positions TriMega
dealers to be more competitive and gain marketshare,” Cleary told
members.
“Change for independents is needed to keep us moving forward,
but it is evolution, not revolution,” Cleary stressed.
TriMega’s EVP of purchasing Greg Fish described the group’s purchasing initiative with S.P. Richards as a “groundbreaking partner-

Speaking for the wholesaler side of the partnership, S.P. Richards
EVP of sales and marketing Rick Toppin told the group that current
industry changes and trends such as consolidation and changing
end user purchasing habits have created new opportunities for independents. “National accounts represent one of those opportunities but a strong national accounts program requires a strong
buy-side program and a strong private label program,” he contended.
He said the merger between Staples and Corporate Express has
created “a $28 billion gorilla” that is already using its power to secure over $100 million in improvements to their cost of goods, while
Office Depot and OfficeMax are both executing a similar strategy.
Independents have to respond to be able to compete and the new
alliance is designed to help TrIMega members do just that, he
maintained.
“SPR believes in the vision and the strategy [of the new alliance] and
that together with TriMega, we can change the game,” Toppin said.
Also at the meeting, TrIMega EVP of member development Grady
Taylor highlighted some of the other new programs now available
to members. They included:
n The Triumph Sales Training program and ongoing series of
educational and informational webinars.
n The Hoover’s database and lead generation service.
n A special partnership with the Advertising Specialty Institute
(ASI), which makes some 2,400 ad specialty vendors available
to members.
n Web development services from a growing stable of website
design and development firms recommended by members
n New programs with sales-i, providers of integrated office
products sales and customer intelligence, and Comment.com,
an innovative online customer feedback platform.
Also, vice president of marketing Michael Morris outlined the
group’s marketing program and presented an extensive gallery
of innovative advertising and promotion ideas from TriMega
dealers.
“Tough times get the creative juices flowing,” Morris told the
group, and he offered plenty of examples from TriMega dealers in
areas such as guerilla marketing, customer retention and loyalty
programs, search engine optimization, special customer events,
social networking and more
Next year’s meeting, Aspire 2010, will take place September 29October 1 in San Antonio.
continued on page 16
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TRIMEGA HONORS DEALERS,
MANUFACTURERS FOR OUTSTANDING SUPPORT
At the meeting, TriMega presented several dealers with special awards for outstanding support and
participation in the group’s buying programs. Dealers honored included:
Greatest percentage increase in
direct and wholesale purchases
n Tristate Office Products,
Bainbridge, Georgia
Greatest dollar increase in direct
and wholesaler purchases
n Capital Office Products,
Daytona Beach, Florida
Greatest percentage increase in
direct purchases only:
n Midwest Office Supply,
Springfield, Illinois
n Feller & Sons, Bensenville,
Illinois

Greatest dollar increase in direct
purchases only:
n United Office
Solutions/ItemsRUs,
Minnetonka, Minnesota
n Discount Office Items,
Columbus, Wisconsin
TriMega also recognized several
manufacturers for their support.
They were:
n Top growth supplier—
Diversified Computer
Supplies (DCS)
n Top emerging supplier—
Ergonomic Solutions, Inc.
(ESI)
n Top marketer—The HON
Company
continued on page 17
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Working More Effectively with Independents is Focus of BSA Annual Forum

At the meeting, BSA president Joe Templet (right) presented the association’s highest individual honor, its annual Leadership Award, to
Carey Brazell of Myers Brazell Associates. It was the first time an independent rep has been recognized with this prestigious honor.

This year’s BSA Innovation of the Year Award went to Shachihata for
its Eco-Green Stamp. Left to right above: Mike Wilbur, Tony Monaco
and Paul Ventimiglia of Shachihata with BSA president Joe Templet.

How can the various players in the independent dealer channel
work together most effectively to keep independents profitable
and growing?

firms and dealer groups to focus on critical industry trends and
ways to work together to address those trends most effectively.

That was one of the key questions last month in Orlando at the
Business Solutions Association’s 2009 Industry Forum.
The three-day meeting brought together top executives from the
industry’s leading manufacturers, wholesalers, independent rep

And despite the current business downturn, the mood was positive and forward-looking. As BSA president Joe Templet told the
group, “The overall economy may be uncertain, but we’re the only
ones who can change it. It’s up to us to go out and find the opportunities that are still out there and make the most of them!”
continued on page 18
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On the opening day of the meeting, a series of panel discussions
highlighted some of the ways dealers and their business partners
can work together to do just that.
Issues that came up for discussion included bringing better training and staff development to the dealer channel, ways to take
cost out of distribution, successful new product introductions and
more.
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lamented.
Echoing Sakata, former TriMega chairman Bruce Eaton of Eaton
Office Supply said the current state of the economy is creating
new opportunities for independents. “We’re doing more prospecting than ever and finding prospects a lot more open to alternative
suppliers,” he reported.

In a session featuring buying group representatives moderated
by OPMA president Mike Metchikoff, AOPD chairman Bill Jones
of THE Office City, Redwood City, California, stressed the need
for manufacturers and reps to go beyond just product sales.

To help dealers make the most of these new opportunities, Eaton
encouraged manufacturers to provide more in the way of electronic flyers and e-content for them to use and focus more on
using annual business reviews to identify ways to work more effectively with the dealer.

“As a manufacturer, you need to truly understand our needs and
our basic business model and be able to offer a year-long marketing calendar that supports that model,” he contended.

In a panel session moderated by Bryan Shirley, president and
CEO of the Manufacturers’ Agents National Association (MANA),
industry reps offered their perspective on key industry trends.

is.group chairman Craig Bartholomew of Reporter Big Sky Office
Products called for increased collaboration between dealers and
their business partners. “Work with us on training our sales staff,
helping us to develop our financial and marketing plans and supporting us with our consumer shows and end user calls,” he
urged. “As dealers, we’ll be loyal to those who are loyal to us.”

Darlene Akers of Akers Business Solutions highlighted the benefits working with independent reps provides to both manufacturers and dealers. For manufacturers, she said independent reps
operate as a variable versus a fixed cost and represent a resource
to help counter the challenge of private label alternatives and offshore products. For the dealer, she noted, multi-line reps bring
added value from the breadth of products carried and manufacturers that they represent.

Stacy Sakata of Hawaii Stationery, a member of the DPCG group,
stressed the need for dealers to get marketing information from
their suppliers on a more timely basis. “There are probably more
opportunities to pick up new customers today than ever before,
but all too often, the tools to help us do that arrive too late,” he

NOVEMBER 2009
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help strengthen business relationships
that even in today’s fiercely competitive
environment are still important for manufacturers and dealers alike.”
Matt Maller of Great Lakes Sales LLC
pointed out that independent reps provide
continuity in the marketplace for manufacturers and dealers. “If a direct salesperson
is good, they move up; if they aren’t, they
move out,” he said bluntly.
Commenting on the rep response to the
current downturn and industry consolidation, Steven Glass of Midwest Representatives explained how his firm has
increased its use of technology and invested in more local showrooms to boost
market coverage.
The local aspect of the independent rep
value proposition was also highlighted by
panelist Mike Trubiano of Vision LLC. “The
rep’s local presence and his knowledge of
local market conditions can serve as a key
resource for both manufacturers and dealers in helping them respond to today’s
challenges,” Trubiano maintained.
The final group of panelists for the opening
morning session, moderated by United
Stationers’ Jim Fahey, offered the manufacturer’s perspective on current industry
conditions.
Mike Parker of Fellowes said his company
had shifted its selling strategy in response
to the downturn, to respond more effectively to the needs of end users who themselves are looking to cut operating costs.
“There are some great opportunities for us
to sell at the higher end of the market and
avoid a lowest-price commodity approach,” Parker said, “but we have to take
more of a consultative/solutions-oriented
approach and be more creative.”
Pilot’s Jim Matese said that while they
have relocated their headquarters and
“right-sized” operations, critical budget
items remained largely intact and Pilot is
still maintaining a strong samples budget
and is committed to supporting its own
brand in the market place in the face of
private label competition.
He said innovation and new products were
key to growth at all levels and gave kudos
to independents as “not only the best
channel to introduce a new product but
NOVEMBER 2009
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also to sustain a new product.”
Shurtape’s John Thain contended that
current conditions are forcing everyone to
try and do more with less and said his
company was relying very heavily on their
rep force to maintain and grow market
share.
Terry Marquardt of 3M described some of
the programs his company has introduced
to better support independents. He said
3M has added a business analyst to enhance its category management efforts in
support of the independent channel and
has started using rep groups to support independents.
Avery’s Barry Lane was equally enthusiastic about today’s independents. “Thank
heavens for the re-energizing of the independent channel and the wholesaler,” he
told BSA attendees.
He said the independent channel represents the “sweet spot” of our industry and
encouraged dealers to focus on bringing
innovative new products to market as a
way to gain sustainable competitive advantage.
The ideas and information continued to
flow freely the following day at another
panel session on “Where Do We Go From
Here?” moderated by OPI publisher and
CEO Steve Hilleard.
Hilleard asked each panelist about what
they saw as the most important trends
likely to impact the industry in the nearterm future. Here’s what they had to say:
n Jim O’Brien, S.P. Richards: Significant
changes in the use of office products catalogs as more and more business moves
online and buyers become more environmentally conscious; more strategic alliances within the independent dealer
channel to take costs out distribution and
keep independents on a level playing field
with their competition.
n Charles Forman, is.group: Increased
economic uncertainties as what is largely
expected to be a “jobless” recovery gets
underway; industry manufacturers moving
into non-traditional categories.
n Bud Mundt, AOPD: Wholesalers taking
on a more aggressive role in the industry
and stepping outside their historical model.
n Greg Welchans, Supplies Network: A
INDEPENDENT DEALER

new influx of non-office products manufacturers moving into the channel to grow
sales, coupled with increased use of managed print programs and related changes
in end user purchasing practices.
n Charlie Cleary, TriMega: Dealer expansion into non-traditional categories such
as jan-san and ad specialty products.
n Bill Cardone, MWV: Continuing tight
budgets and caution on the part of buyers
and increased use of wholesalers by dealers to preserve cash flow.
n Jim Fahey, United Stationers: A longterm shift in how people look at business
expenses overall, with greater focus on
keeping costs down (teleconferencing versus travel, for example).

AOPD Experiences Continued
Growth in Sales and Membership
Downturn or not, business at the American
Office Products Distributors dealer network (AOPD) is maintaining a strong upward trend, according to AOPD executive
director Bud Mundt,
Mundt said AOPD’s sales through September have grown 21% for the month
and 11% overall for the year. “This is significant growth and quite remarkable during these tough economic conditions,” he
added. “These increases prove that the
AOPD model is working well. Our dealers
continue writing new contracts—53 so far
this year—while working together with our
business partners in supporting their marketing and brand name initiatives.”
In addition to its sales growth, AOPD is
also adding new members. The organization recently announced Birmingham, Alabama-based Bruce Office Products has
joined, bringing AOPD’s total membership
to 95 dealers and affiliates with 171 locations, providing distribution throughout the
United States, Canada, Europe and Australia.
In addition, Moore Co. (Balt/Best-Rite) has
joined AOPD as a new business partner.
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is.group Adds Ad Specialty Program to Member
Benefits with ASI Program, Launches 2010 MPower Marketing Program

New From United Stationers: 2010 Preferred
Suppliers, Expanded JumpCart Ordering Process,
Joint ‘Stimulus Package’ Promotion with Bush

It’s starting to look like a lot more independents will be getting
into the ad specialty business next year!

United Stationers Supply has named its Preferred Suppliers for
2010, highlighting the companies it views as best representing
the ideals of innovation, collaboration and customer service.

After the TriMega dealer group announced its own partnership
with the Advertising Specialty Institute (ASI) earlier this year in an
effort to give its members improved access to the promotional
products marketplace, is.group last month announced a similar
alliance with ASI.
Headquartered in Trevose, Pennsylvania, ASI (www.asicentral.com)
is the largest media, membership and marketing organization
serving the promotional products industry.
is.group said it will provide its members with three differentiated
program options, including a unique lower priced option exclusive
to is.group members.
The negotiated programs give any size dealership the opportunity
to become an ASI member with up to 57% off of a la carte ASI
fees, including a 90-day trial period.
is.group dealers that are currently members of ASI can also benefit from additional cost savings and increased value in the
is.group programs versus their current ASI membership package,
is.group said.
Separately, is.group also announced the launch of its M-Power
Integrated Marketing Program for 2010. The program utilizes a
combination of eMarketing and direct mail vehicles and also includes a training component to help dealers with their end user
promotions and enable manufacturers to expose their premium
brands both to is.group dealers and their customers.

BPGI Elects New Board Chairman
The BPGI international dealer group consortium has elected
Claude Ackermann, CEO of the PEG dealer group in Switzerland,
as its incoming chairman. BPGI made the election at its annual
general meeting in Interlaken, Switzerland last month.
Ackermann, who succeeds outgoing chairman Mike Gentile of
is.group, has served on the BPGI Executive Committee for the
past four years.
BPGI currently has combined volume of $14 billion, making it the
second largest global player and the largest B2B seller in Europe
and the second largest in North America and Australasia.

“Our Preferred Supplier Program rewards those companies that
focus their efforts on establishing a long-term collaborative relationship with United Stationers and the resellers we serve,” said
Jim Fahey, United Stationers’ senior vice president, merchandising. “These suppliers share our commitment to provide innovative
products, support total supply chain efficiency and demonstrate
ongoing support of the reseller channels we serve.”
United’s Preferred Suppliers for 2010 include:
Batteries/Flashlights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Energizer
Binders/Indexes/Labels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Avery
Binding Systems/Staplers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ACCO
Calculators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Canon
Chairmats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ES Robbins
Computer Cleaning Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falcon
Dated Goods/Appt. Books . . . . . . . . . . . . At A Glance
Fax & Multi-Function Printers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brother
Food/Beverage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office Snax
Food Service Disposables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dixie
Input Devices (mice/keyboards ) . . . ACCO/Kensington
Label Maker & Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . Dymo (Sanford)
Laminators/Computer Accessories . . . . . . . . . Fellowes
Niche Furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Balt
Office Tape/Pads & Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3M
Office Suites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mayline
Optical & Magnetic Media . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Imation
Pens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanford
Power Protection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tripplite
Single Function Printers/
Imaging Supplies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hewlett Packard
Skin Care & Toiletries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gojo
Specialty Furniture/Facility
& Maintenance Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Safco
Tables. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iceberg
Telephones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jabra/GN Netcom
Towel & Tissue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (joint)
Georgia Pacific and Kimberly-Clark
In addition, United announced it is expanding use of the JumpCart integrated procurement solution from Jump Technologies.
Previously available in only one catalog, the technology will work
with seven 2010 United Stationers catalogs.
Each item in the seven catalogs will contain a bar code with the
appropriate SKU on the page. Consumers will scan the bar codes
to select items, which will automatically place the item into the
online shopping cart.

continued on page 21
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“United Stationers is pleased to deliver another innovation designed to help resellers acquire large accounts and increase customer loyalty,” said Laura Gale, vice president of marketing,
United Stationers Supply. “Resellers indicated JumpCart allows
their customers to place orders faster and more efficiently, while
also helping their customers reduce inventory and cut ‘maverick’
employee spending.”
Finally, United announced a “Dealer Stimulus Package” for the
fourth quarter with Bush Business Furniture by which dealers who
sign up for the promotion will qualify for 62% off the current Bush
list price for the entire fourth quarter on select series of Bush office furniture. In addition, dealers can earn an extra five percent
sales incentive direct from Bush.

S.P. Richards, OPI Launch New Awards Program
Wholesaler S.P. Richards has announced the launch of a new
awards program in association with the OPI trade media firm to
encourage innovation among vendors. Titled the North American
Office Products Awards, the first group of winners will be honored
at S.P. Richards’ 2010 ABC in Miami Beach, Florida, next June.
OPI has significant experience with industry awards programs in
Europe and China, most notably the highly regarded European
Office Products Awards which are presented during the annual
Paperworld fair in Frankfurt, Germany.
Jim O’Brien, S.P. Richards’ senior vice president marketing, said:
“The strength of the OPI awards programs lies in their impartiality
and credibility which is achieved by assembling a broad panel of
industry experts to judge and assess companies and products
against strict published criteria, ensuring their total independence.
That same objective process will be applied to the North American Office Products Awards which, in their first year, will focus on
acknowledging product excellence.”
Steve Hilleard, OPI’s publisher and CEO, added: “We’re delighted
to be partnering with S.P. Richards to enable appropriate recognition of the creativity and innovation which drives the North
American office products sector. Our intention is for these awards
to be recognized as the ‘Gold Standard’ within the industry and
the natural home for such a prestigious annual event is North
America’s largest regular gathering for the business products industry, S.P. Richards’ annual ABC.”

New from ECi: Expanded Professional Services for
DDMS and New Variable Data Printing Solution
Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions has announced the launch of a new Professional Services organization
for its DDMS business division that serves office supplies, equipment and furniture dealers and janitorial/sanitation distributors.
ECi said Professional Services will provide new and existing customers with “state-of-the-art products and services that grow
business, drive efficiencies and maximize the benefits of their
software applications.”
NOVEMBER 2009
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“With the changing needs and expectations from the industry, we
are here to help you,” said DDMS VP Stacy Heemsbergen.
“DDMS customers now have a variety of training and support options to choose from, whatever suits their specific needs. We are
always available.”
ECi said the new organization will provide consulting and training
in the following areas: individual phone training; Webinars; OnSite Consulting; e-commerce and Web page consulting; PeriodEnding System Maintenance; Custom Reports, Formats and
Script Writing Services; Networking, System Clean-Up and File
Storage services, and 24/7 support.
Separately, ECi announced the introduction of a variable data
printing solution, PlanetPress Suite, it is offering through a new
partnership with Objectif Lune.
ECi said PlanetPress Suite enables easy creation and printing of
transactional variable content documents in house, eliminating
the need for preprinted forms. These in-house documents can be
produced using any printer so there is no need to dedicate a
printer just for forms.
ECi said it will offer customization of up to four forms, including
invoices, statements, delivery tickets and purchase orders. All
documents can be generated from the same data file used to create an invoice, so information is entered only once.
“With PlanetPress, we offer our customers a way to create professional documents in house. This will save them money on
printing costs as well as help speed up their work processes,”
said Ron Books, president and CEO of ECi.

MWA Intelligence, Inc. and Image Star Launch
Industry First nMPS Supply Chain
Technology provider MWA Intelligence, Inc. and imaging products
wholesaler Image Star have announced a new strategic partnership designed to increase dealer income and end-user satisfaction through integration of MWAi’s Intelligent Device Management
solution with Image Star’s i.s.connect e-commerce web portal.
The integration effort seeks to provide a high quality printer supplies and automated supplies ordering process for dealers and
resellers, the two companies said.
The companies said Image Star’s printer supplies line will be an
integral part of MWA’s new nMPS solution, which MWA claims is
the industry’s first national fleet service program that aims to support dealers and resellers in their efforts to expand and enhance
their managed print services (MPS) offerings.
“Image Star has won a great reputation in its high quality supplies
products, and is about to add new value for their dealer and reseller customers in this MPS era,” said Michael Stramaglio, CEO
and president of MWAi.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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“End users demand lower cost of ownership in printing, which requires both competitive pricing of quality supplies and the efficient supply management process for dealers to proactively
detect toner levels or toner low alerts to automatically replenish
supplies.”

ware companies before leaving the company in 2008.

Commented Image Star director of business development Charlie
Antell, “We are very excited to play a significant role in this industry first national field nMPS service. Having a successful 15-year
track record, Image Star can guarantee that the end user will be
satisfied with what we have to offer as a company.”

“I feel that I’m back to my roots” stated Russell. “SSI is privately
owned by experienced office products executives who understand that the customer is our partner and that our own success
depends on the customer’s success. It’s an approach to technology implementation that has worked supremely well for over 30
years and I look forward to continuing that tradition with a company that truly understands independent dealers and their
needs.”

“With Charles Russell now at the helm SSI expects to accelerate
expansion of its U.S. customer base, adding to the 100-plus dealers in Canada who are already using SSI to grow their business
successfully,” said SSI board chairman Terry Kelly.

Dealer Technology Veteran Charles Russell
Named President at SSI

Industry Veteran Todd Eakes Joins sales-i

Dealer technology veteran Charles Russell has been named president of dealer business systems developer SSI.

Long time industry veteran Todd Eakes has joined the sales-I
sales intelligence service, to help drive business development for
the company in the North American market.

Russell brings to SSI more than 30 years of industry experience,
including many years at DDMS, where he
played a key role in building DDMS into the
largest office products software provider in
the U.S.

"With Todd on the team driving sales, we
are in a great position to capitalize on our
strong growth in the North American office
products market both directly and through
resellers and partners,” said Kevin McGirl,

After its sale to eCommerce Industries, Inc
(ECi) in 2000, Russell was named VP of
sales and marketing for ECi’s group of soft-

continued on page 23

I.S. Connect is Image Star’s new service offering designed to
help you integrate in ways that can reduce your costs and
improve efficiency. Now you can transmit orders to Image Star.
Contact us to get your password and set us up on your system.

Phone:

888.632.5515
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Fax:

888.635.7479

Email:

sales@imagestar.com
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co-founder of sales-i. “Todd has extensive office products sales
experience and his contacts and market knowledge will be invaluable as we expand our footprint into this huge market.”
Eakes brings an extensive background in the IT solutions and office products industry, having previously worked at ECi, as well
as a pair of Microsoft Dynamics services and solutions partners
also targeting office products companies.

C-Line Goes Greener with Expanded Line of
Biodegradable Products for School and Office
C-Line Products has expanded its biodegradable offering to include a complete line-up of products for the home, school, office
and business. C-Line
said its biodegradable
products are manufactured with an additional
additive that allows them
to biodegrade in landfills
while leaving no toxic
residue.
The expanded line now
includes pencil cases,
index
card
cases,
reusable envelopes, document carriers, expanding files, coupon
files, legal files, poly index dividers, binder pockets, two-pocket
portfolio/folders, sheet protectors, project folders and more.

West Point Products Expands Sales and Technical
Support Teams, Launches Redesigned Web Site
Imaging supplies manufacturer West Point Products has expanded its sales and technical support teams with the addition
of Grant Kirk as regional sales manager for the North East and
Phillip Monieson to provide technical support for West Point’s
Axess MPS solution.
Kirk brings more than four years of experience in the imaging industry to West Point and will focus on key North East accounts
and the establishment of new business.
Monieson’s background includes many years of technical support
for Nikon cameras and also work as a network technician and assistant network administrator.
Separately, West Point announced the launch of a completely redesigned web site for the company’s dealers and resellers, providing a comprehensive overview of its products and services and
offering a number of new features and additional information to
highlight the company’s value proposition. For more information,
visit www.westpointproducts.com.
NOVEMBER 2009
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Rep Firm Frey Gaede Brusa Sales Acquires AtlantaBased Blazer Associates
Manufacturer representative firm Frey Gaede Brusa Sales, Frisco,
Texas, has announced the acquisition of Marietta, Georgia-based
Blazer Associates. The acquisition was effective September 1.
Formed in May 2001 in the eleven Southwestern and Southeastern states, FGB Sales is led by managing partner Gary Brusa. The
new combined entity will be known as Blazer Brusa Sales.
Blazer Associates has been owned and operated by Moe Shafer
in the Southeast for the past thirty years. Shafer will remain with
the new entity and be responsible for key account work and insuring that transitions into the expanded organization present no
interruption in coverage.
FGB Sales partners also included Jim Gaede, John Frey Jr and
Todd Gaede. They will be included in the new company as nonmanaging partners with responsibility for securing appropriate
benefits for the company and employees.
The combined companies will maintain sales offices and an administrative staff in both Frisco (Dallas) Texas and Marietta (Atlanta) Georgia. Customer service support will be provided via a
toll free phone line (800-752-8491) and by e-mail
(info@fgbsales.com).

Herman Romash
Long-time industry veteran Herman "Whitey" Romash died October 9, 2009. Romash worked for
several office products companies including Drimark Products before his retirement. He is survived
by his wife, Sonia, children, Dr. Michael (Cathy) Romash, Barbara (Carroll) Kisser, Marla Romash and
Richard (Michelle) Romash, brother Philip Romash.,
and many grandchildren.
In 1998, Romash received the BSA Leadership
Award, the association’s highest honor, which recognized his contribution of more than 40 years of
service and dedication to the industry.
The family requests that contributions be made in
Romash's memory to the Abe and Elsie Pearlstein
Scholarship Fund c/o Kraus Pearlstein Lodge #8
Brith Sholom.
Expressions of sympathy may be sent to Sonia Romash, 311 Chanticleer Drive, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
or through the online guest book.
www.legacy.com/funerals/goldsteinsfuneral-philadelphia/obituary.aspx?n=herman-louis-romash-whitey&pid=134249745
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Introducing Image Star,
a Key Dealer Resource for
Imaging Products Sales and Support
For most dealers, imaging products account
for somewhere between 25-30% of total
sales and that percentage is growing, as the
workplace becomes increasingly technology-intensive and the current recession
shrinks sales of regular office supplies.
But while it represents an increasingly important part of business overall, the imaging
products market is not an easy one. Competition is fierce, margins are under constant
pressure and rapidly changing technology
can create dramatic shifts in demand with
dazzling speed.
If a dealer is to meet these challenges successfully and build a growing and profitable
business in the imaging products space,
going it alone is not really an option. Imaging
products is one area where a partner who
knows the market inside and out and who’s
dedicated to supporting dealer growth is
worth their weight in gold.
That’s where Image Star comes in. For many
independents, the name is a relatively new
one, but the Middletown, Connecticutbased wholesaler has a long and distinguished track record of service and support
to dealers that goes back over 20 years.
The company started out as a regional
wholesaler, primarily servicing office machines dealers in the Northeast with a heavy
emphasis on Xerox copier supplies and accessories.
It’s come a long way since then. Today, Image
Star provides guaranteed next-day delivery
to the 48 contiguous states and it does so at
ground rates, with all orders placed by 8 pm
shipping out the same day.
And while copier products are still part of the
NOVEMBER 2009

product mix, the company offers a full range
of imaging products for today’s office, including a wide selection of OEM and compatible printer, fax and data media supplies.
Spearheading Image Star’s efforts in the independent dealer channel is Charlie Antell,
an imaging industry veteran who joined the
company last year after 13 years with Curtis
Young Corp., and Kelly Munro, long time
Image Star sales executive. Both bring an indepth understanding of dealer needs and a
keen grasp of how Image Star can best respond to those needs.
“The reality is that we’re never going to be
first call with the vast majority of office product dealers,” Antell readily admits. “But with
a product offering that embraces over 6,000
imaging products—5,000 OEM SKUs and
1,000 compatibles—we can be a very viable
source of those hard-to-find items that are
often the most profitable. Our product management and procurement team view themselves as a valuable extension of the
dealer’s own purchasing operation.”
Product breadth, particularly in an area like
imaging products, is always an asset but,
Antell readily acknowledges, it’s just one
piece of the puzzle when it comes to meeting dealer expectations.
“As a company, Image Star has been driven
by a fierce commitment to the highest levels
of customer service and support from Day
One,” he explains. “It’s one of the key factors that differentiates us in the marketplace
and has fueled our growth over the past 20
years.”

merce platform, www.imagestar.com, that
features all the business processes and
service functions needed to support the
dealer, including real-time inventory checks,
pricing, back order status and more.
Image Star is also part of the ECi Private
Supply Network (PSN), providing a seamless
interface for DDMS and Britannia dealers to
do business with the company.
And, most recently, it rolled out a custom
web site program that allows dealers to run
a sophisticated, feature-rich imaging products web storefront—either standalone or
integrated with their own e-commerce platform—for very low start-up costs.
Technology, Antell explains, is also at the
heart of a major new initiative from Image
Star aimed at providing dealers with their
own Managed Print Solution (MPS) offering.
“Independents absolutely have to be able to
offer their customers a robust managed print
solution if they are to avoid losing their imaging supplies business to the equipment
manufacturers and their programs,” he
warns. “It’s not for everyone, but for those
dealers who make the commitment, the rewards can be very significant and at Image
Star, we’ve got all the dealer resources and
support to make it work.”
For more information on Image Star and
the products and support it offers dealers
in the imaging products space, contact
Antell (antellc@imagestar.com) or
visit www.imagestar.com.

Image Star is a heavy investor in technology,
he explains, with a fully functional e-comINDEPENDENT DEALER
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Final Healthcare
Legislation Taking
Shape in Congress
Puts Small
Business at Risk
During the final two weeks of October,
House and Senate leaders have shifted
strategy in an effort to move healthcare reform legislation on a faster track toward
passage.
Small businesses in our industry and others need to raise their voices now to discourage their elected representatives and
senators from passing legislation that
could cause serious economic damage
and unintended consequences.
NOPA urges all small businesses in the
office products industry to visit
www.house.gov and www.senate.gov,
now, use the simple search tool to find
your representative and senators, and
urge them by e-mail to their individual offices to “slow down” the legislative
process in order to address the critical
healthcare reform needs of your business
and others like it.
Congress has an ambitious schedule for
final action on healthcare legislation and
the political calculations are changing in
ways that do not appear to favor small
business interests.
As we approached the final week of October, House Speaker Pelosi, Majority
Leader Hoyer and key House committee
chairs were huddling daily to work out the
final contents of H.R. 3200, “America’s Affordable Health Choices Act of 2009.”
This group is combining amendments to
NOVEMBER 2009

NOPAnews
the bill approved in three House Committees this summer and considering how to
convince moderate democrats and the liberal wing of the Democratic Party to commit to passing a final bill in the House in
November.
House leaders hope the Senate will act
quickly thereafter, so that a final bill could
reach President Obama for signature before Christmas.

Senate Actions
In the Senate, the Finance Committee recently released its approved bill and Majority Leader Reid is working with key
committee chairs and a few others to consolidate the Finance and Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee bills
into a single bill.
That bill is likely to include some type of
‘public option’, but also seek moderate
Democratic senator support by allowing
individual states to opt out of participating
in a national insurance program.
Meanwhile, opponents of H.R. 3200 are
raising their voices. In recent weeks the
health insurance carriers’ industry association and others have released new studies that are highly critical of the bill and
that conclude it would lead to faster
growth in government-run programs and
“reforms” that do not truly address the key
cost drivers and rapidly rising premium
cost problems that harm small businesses
in particular.
The National Federation of Independent
Business last month advised that “H.R.
3200 has never been about moderating
healthcare and insurance cost increases
so that small businesses (and others)
could expand their coverage to additional
employees. With just a net 3 million new
lives covered by employers and with $124
billion in employer penalties (and $59 bilINDEPENDENT DEALER

lion in individual penalties) channeled toward government-run programs, it’s clear
this bill is little more than a huge indirect
tax increase for small employers.”
NOPA participates in the NFIB-led small
business coalition that is pushing for alternative legislation that does not include a
government-run insurance option.
In addition, the coalition is urging Congress to avoid onerous tax increases and
other penalties that would harm a significant number of small businesses, while
doing little to address the underlying
cause of healthcare inflation and the current 18% disadvantage in premium costs
that small businesses face versus larger
companies.
Three dozen moderate House Democrats
also have signaled their unhappiness with
H.R. 3200 in its present form in a joint letter to Reps. Pelosi and Hoyer.
In that letter the group advises the House
leadership they will vote against a bill that
“does nothing to rein in the cost of health
care and therefore may not be sustainable
beyond the 10-year budget window.”
Small businesses in our industry can still
help Congress refocus its efforts on developing effective reform legislation, but the
window of opportunity will soon be closed.
The message to your elected officials is
simple:
1) Slow down the legislative process to
allow Congress and the public time to review whatever final bills are presented;
2) Evaluate the House and Senate bills
based on their ability to not only expand
coverage, but also make it more affordable
on a sustained basis; and
3) Ensure that small businesses are not
forced to carry an unfair financial burden
in paying for healthcare reforms.
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Help Shachihata’s Paul Ventimiglia and Marty Clemente raise funds to
buy musical instruments and art materials to make life easier for the
children and adults who come to the City of Hope for cancer treatment
each year.

“There is no profit in curing the body if in the process we destroy the soul.”
True healing is not only about the harsh reality of chemotherapy,
radiation, bone marrow transplants and similar treatments. It also
involves the healing of the spirit and the miracle of art and music
therapy.

You can become part of the healing process by supporting this year’s
Music & Art Therapy Fundraising Effort.
Now through August 31, Paul and Marty are seeking your
financial support with a minimum goal of $30,000 to purchase
much-needed musical instruments and art supplies.
Please see the link below for the Sheri and Les Biller Patient
and Family Resource Center where the music therapy and
art therapy rooms will be housed.

www.cityofhope.org/patient_care/Biller-Center/Pages/default.aspx
Any dollar amount is welcomed. All checks should be made
out to:
City of Hope c/o Art and Music Therapy
Send to:

Chris Wiederkehr
Shachihata Inc.
1661 240th Street
Harbor City, CA 90710

Thank you for your
generous donations to
this worthwhile cause.
Every dollar earned
will help heal the
spirits and minds of
City of Hope patients
at a time when they
need it most.

City of Hope

Cleaning
Up with
Jan/San
How dealers are
brightening up
their bottom line
By Jim Rapp

This is the third year weʼve been writing about the jan/san
business and Iʼm happy to report that independents are
capturing a larger and larger share of this market. Industry
wholesalers, buying groups, manufacturers and jan/san
distributors all report increased jan/san sales to office products dealers.
A number of dealers Iʼve talked with report that jan/san is
the only product category that has shown sales increases
this year. In every instance these dealers tell me that
theyʼve made special efforts to build this product niche.
“If you tell customers that you now stock jan/san, and do
nothing more,” as one dealer explained, “you wonʼt get very
far. Itʼs like telling them they should buy from you because
youʼre good looking!”
“Building this business has been a lot of hard work,” says Craig
Lund, Value Added Business Services (VABS) Jackson and Columbus, Ohio. “It has taken us more than two years to get up to speed.”
Lund says that education—yours and the customersʼ—is critical to success. First
you need to know what product works best for each application. For example, what
works best for each type of floor—cleaning, and protecting. You have to be able to talk
intelligently to everyone from the school janitor to the office manager and the person
approving the contract.
Two important considerations are employee satisfaction (or lack thereof) with a product, and the time it takes to get a job done, from cleaning a restroom to polishing a
floor.
continued on page 29
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“You have to be able to talk to people on
many different knowledge levels,” Lund
says, “from the individuals who have
heard only about Windex and Pledge, to
the building maintenance manager who
wants to know the chemical analysis of
all your products.”
Before they started, VABS researched
their total marketing area, not just their
own customers. They asked a lot of
questions—what products were being
used, quantities, who they were buying
from, prices paid and levels of service
customers were receiving.
They learned that their biggest competitors were the price clubs—Samʼs Club,
Costco, also Wal-Mart and similar retailers. Knowing that these stores offered a
limited selection and no product information, VABS developed a marketing program around customer education, wide
selection and labor saving (in your facility
and eliminating pick-ups).
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“When you do all this, itʼs no longer
about price,” Lund opines, “However you
do need to buy right to compete with the
big janitorial supply houses.”
VABS buys from a number of suppliers
in order to get the items they need—from
wholesalers, through TriMega, and buying direct from manufacturers.

Price Is Important, But…
“Sometimes itʼs about nothing more than
asking your customer for the business,”
says Tim Derryberry, J.R. Freeman
Company, San Bernardino, California.
“Weʼve found that customers are not always aware we stock these items, even
though our reps may have mentioned it
several times. We start by asking lots of
questions: What are you using? What
are your sources? What are you paying?
“We were pleasantly surprised that most
customers willingly gave us this information when we explained we wanted to do

INDEPENDENT DEALER

a cost comparison analysis.”
The Freeman Company has had great
success with dispensers—soap, paper,
etc. “We look at what kind of dispensers
theyʼre using, if any, and what theyʼre
paying for refills, to see if they would do
better with ours or by using no dispensers at all.”
One way to avoid a direct price comparison with the warehouse clubs is by selling a private label brand or even your
own label. Thatʼs what Office Pro in
Janesville, Wisconsin, did and itʼs been
very successful, according to owner
Jamin Arn. He explains, “I started by hiring a person who operated a cleaning
business and was very familiar with all
the jan/san products. We then partnered
with a chemical manufacturer and put
our own label on 12 of the most widely
used items. Now we can compete on
price and still make a nice profit.”
Arn says that if you want to get serious
continued on page 30
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about the business, you not only need
product knowledge, but you also have to
get involved in the details of usage. “We
talk about the total cost of getting the job
done,” he explains. “We look in their
closets and see what products
theyʼre using. We talk with the
cleaning people and the individuals responsible for
the break
rooms.
We point
out where
they
can
s a v e
money—it may
be something
as simple as
using
lighter
weight and less
e x p e n s i v e
garbage bags. We
show customers
how
to
save
money by using
concentrates and
eliminating overlapping products
“We also put together a
floor maintenance program where we specify the
particular items and equipment they
need, all available from us, of course.
“Earlier this year we started a new program, called ʻRecycling for You.ʼ Our
drivers pick up empty cartons, spent cartridges and just about anything else that
can be recycled. No one else in our area
does this. It also fits well with our commercial shredding operation.”

The Independentʼs
Advantage
Go into a warehouse club or an office products big box and ask a jan/san question,
chances are you will be met with a blank
stare, or at best, an employee who will
point you to a distant corner of the store.
Most likely, you wouldnʼt have much betNOVEMBER 2009
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ter luck if you e-mailed or called one of
the big box 800-numbers with questions.
This lack of knowledge offers a distinct
advantage for independent dealers, but
only if their reps and customer service
people can answer the customerʼs or
prospectʼs questions.
Where do you find the knowledge? You
donʼt have to look far. The wholesalers
and buying groups have a wealth of
knowledge—both about their products
and “how to sell.” Look for workshops at
their annual meetings, plus lots of online
information.
John Givens, Source Management, Inc.,
Denver, joined the International Facilities
Management Association (IFMA) and
sponsors its Colorado chapter. “These
are the people responsible for managing
very large facilities, and theyʼre a font of
knowledge as well as prospective customers,” he says.
“You really need to become a subject
matter expert if you want to get into
jan/san big time,” Givens contends, “but
itʼs not that hard to do. You need to know
the best supply sources, and your salespeople will need some training.”
These thoughts are reinforced by Bernie
Garvey, Garveyʼs Office Products, Niles,
Illinois. “The longer we sell jan/san products, the more our customers expect of
us, not only the ability to provide good
service and quality products, but also to
have the knowledge—they expect us to
be the experts.”
Garveyʼs is a major jan/san provider to
the Chicago market. They buy in truckload quantities whenever possible. “We
are always looking for additional supply
sources, because customers are very
particular about the type of paper they
want, for example. Sometimes we go
back with three or four different products
before they settle on one that they perceive as good quality. So you need to
buy from a number of different suppliers,
and you have to be willing to stock inventory.”

One Thing Leads to Another
“Weʼre going through some growing
pains right now,” states Joel Vockrodt of
Office Systems in Watertown, South
Dakota. “Weʼre at the point where we are
selling a substantial quantity of paper
products, chemicals, can liners and all of
these type items. As a result, customers
are expecting more from us, so we need
to really step it up—find more and better
sources for these products and educate
ourselves more.”
A number of other dealers Iʼve talked
with are saying similar things.
Vockrodt says that they have been enjoying associate membership of jan/san
dealer group Afflink, through their own
is.group membership, but theyʼre exploring becoming a full member.
“Weʼre also looking at what we can do
with the office wellness issue—what
products we need and how
to promote them. Weʼre
now offering a free
wall-mounted dispenser
when customers buy a
gallon of hand
sanitizer. We
are also getting more
deeply involved
with floor
cleaning
products.
Itʼs a huge
market.
The
one-stop-shop idea really works with cleaning
and breakroom supplies,
even if you donʼt consider
all the other product categories we sell.”

continued on page 31
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As I talk with dealers around the country,
I hear the same theme over and over
again—coffee service helps sell breakroom supplies, breakroom supplies lead
to cleaning products, which lead to restroom items, which lead to wellness
items, and on and on. But it doesnʼt happen without some effort.
Mark Porter, Porter’s Office Products,
Rexburg, Idaho, sums it up this way:
“We’ve learned that you shouldn’t make a
lot of assumptions about how to sell
jan/san products. Every customer is different. There are different buyers, but sometimes they’re not. You can’t assume
they’re buying low. We don’t go in with the
lowest possible price but we can always
make price adjustments on some items if
we need to get the business. Some competitors have good service, some don’t.
There are big price differences from one
vendor to another.”

Not for Everyone
We have spoken here about independent office products dealers who have
done exceptionally well with jan/san and
related products. Many more are just beginning to explore the possibilities, and
some appear to be content pushing just
the products that are available in their
catalog or on their web site.
Regardless of what youʼve decided to do
about the jan/san business, you should
know that there are plenty of resources
out there—education, wide product selection, catalogs and all kinds of promotional support—to help you.
Itʼs interesting to note that most dealers
who are doing well with jan/san are also
doing well with other niches—promotional products, breakroom supplies, furniture and furniture services, printing,
even shipping supplies.

Is there a message here?
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UNITED STATIONERS 2010 PREVIEW

By Jeff Kressmann
United Stationers
Sr. Manager
Communications &
Public Relations

Strategic
Marketing
for a
ToughEconomy

Turmoil in the U.S. economy, combined with exciting innovations that are helping many dealers succeed in spite of these market challenges, prompted United Stationers to completely revise its dealer marketing programs for 2010.
For many years, dealers could go to market
primarily by distributing an adequate number
of catalogs and flyers to reach their customers
and prospects. Recently due to the economy,
competitors’ efforts and increasingly sophisticated Web-marketing, integrated-email and
print campaigns and data-mining techniques,
dealers have had to re-evaulate how they approach the marketplace. As a result, United
Stationers knew it was time for a vastly different approach for dealer marketing.
The result is United’s “2010 Marketing Power”
program, offering independent resellers a variety of materials to help them create a better
approach to marketing strategy, execution,
and planning, along with all the tools and resources to help them be successful.
“United Stationers recognizes the business
challenges resellers face in the current economy, and we are committed to helping them
meet these challenges head on,” says Laura
Gale, United Stationers Supply, vice president
of marketing. “Our 2010 program equips resellers with the resources and tools they need
to market themselves and make an even larger
impact with their brand in 2010 and beyond.
The new approach is really all about the dealer.”
The 2010 United Stationers Marketing Guide
encourages resellers to examine their current
market position and determine how marketing
could potentially improve their bottom line.
continued on page 33
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McGraw-ill Research studied the marketing spending of 600 U.S. companies during 1980-85. After
the 1987 numbers were available, McGraw-Hill concluded that the companies that maintained or
increased their advertising during the 1981-82 recession showed an average sales gain of 275%
during the subsequent five-year period. Those companies that cut advertising during 1981-82 grew
sales by an average of only 19% during the same period.
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“In a challenging economy, new markets often present viable opportunities. Identifying these opportunities is the first step in expanding a reseller’s selling power.
Expanding across product categories makes a reseller a single-source supplier
and deepens the relationship with existing customers. And doing so can lead to
new customers as well.”
The Marketing Guide discusses the importance of
creating a brand, provides insights and benchmarks
for customer segmentation, and offers suggestions
on how to execute a marketing strategy.
The Marketing Guide focuses heavily on the concept of marketing during a recession. Research has
indicated consistently that maintaining and, in particular, increasing marketing activities and budgets
during a downturn can have a significant and sustained impact on a company’s bottom line.
“We’re offering marketing support to resellers for their
brands because it is more important than ever for
dealers to connect customers with their brand both
psychologically and emotionally,” explains Gale.
The Marketing Guide defines the value of brands,
explains why dealers need to segment their customers and shares the most important strategies
needed to achieve business growth.
continued on page 34
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“In 2010 United is focusing on putting the power of the
dealer’s brand to work, consistently, at every customer touch
point. In this program the dealer chooses a creative track instead of individual covers, and the track provides a similar
creative style across all catalogs, flyers and electronic marketing tools. There are currently 22 distinctive cover tracks in the
program. As a result customers see a cohesive, consistent
look and feel with every touch point.”
Another guidebook, the 2010 United Stationers Marketing Tools, is a detailed catalog of United Stationers publications, resources and tools available to
help resellers market every aspect of their business
and plan for an entire year of promotions. It gives resellers an easy way to determine what programs and
marketing tools to use for acquisition, retention and
growth purposes.
The 2010 United Stationers Marketing Planner is a
step-by-step workbook designed to connect the key
concepts in the Marketing Guide with United Stationers’ resources outlined in Marketing Tools, enabling customers to build a working marketing plan
for the entire year.
To make the United Stationers 2010 Marketing Procontinued on page 35
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gram truly groundbreaking, the 2010 Cover Selection Guide is also
available to highlight how United Stationers has enhanced catalog
covers to make them much more representative of a reseller’s
unique image, and provide a level of consistency across multiple
catalogs that has never been experienced before. It all starts with
an Enhanced Imprint for dealers to reinforce the power of their
brand. The Cover Selection Guide also features compelling new
cover track designs for the Enhanced Imprint Program as well as
an additional selection of individual covers from the traditional
Basic Imprint Program.
The revamped covers program personalizes the catalog experience
for resellers as never before. Locating the reseller’s logo and custom
message at the top of the cover where customers see them first follows best practices across a wide range of industries.
Each cover layout also comes from a specific track, a set of design elements that carries across every catalog a reseller
chooses, which provides artistic continuity, clarity and a matching
color to accompany the reseller’s logo. And for the first time, a
customizable footer of up to 60 characters is also available. This
allows resellers to add a company-specific message at the bottom of the cover and helps boost the brand impression without
using up a significant portion of the resellers’ marketing budget.
“By developing the enhanced imprints and cover tracks, resellers
can go to market with a consistent brand image to compete
against bigger companies with national brands,” says Gale.
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views strategies to protect revenue streams from existing customers and build business with new customers. It covers retention
resources and their implementation as well as growth/acquisition
tools that every reseller can implement. This book also provides
an easy-to-use guide that details the programs to put these resources to best use.
The 2010 Business Enrichment book is a collection of reinforcement tools that independent resellers can use as they grow. These
resources are designed to help independent resellers work
smarter, not harder. A wide range of programs from new Web
search technology to inventory management and nationwide-delivery service, to training and recruitment tools are offered to improve effectiveness.
Programs such as United Dealer Training, TalentTrack and United
Smart Search are covered in detail.
The 2010 Marketing Power is the most complete and detailed
program that an independent reseller can find without hiring an
expensive marketing consultant. It offers a comprehensive program that, when followed, will produce positive results. As one
reseller shared after spending time with the program materials,
it’s like taking a refresher course in marketing.
To obtain your own copy of 2010 Marketing Power, contact your
United Stationers account manager.

The remaining guides included as part of the 2010 Marketing
Power package cover tools and resources resellers can use in
their marketing efforts and offers additional strategies to support
growth. The Market Expansion book presents information about
product categories and vertical markets that resellers can add to
their marketing plans. This book outlines market size, customer
demand and marketing opportunities so resellers can make educated decisions before breaking into new markets. Various vertical and category solutions are detailed including government
sales, technology and green.
A separate guide, 2010 Furniture Marketing, introduces strategic
marketing and support tools that resellers can use to increase furniture revenue and grow their businesses.
Research shows that most mid-market furniture buyers aren’t familiar with where they get their furniture, which results in an untapped mid-market furniture opportunity. Most big box retailers
don’t offer the quality or “customer experience,” while other furniture resellers typically focus on larger jobs.
A partnership with United Stationers offers an entry into the midmarket with wide open opportunities and guarantees independent
resellers access to the largest inventory of furniture in the industry.
Two additional resources in the 2010 Marketing Power package
detail programs, tools and resources that United Stationers makes
available to independent resellers. 2010 Marketing Strategies reNOVEMBER 2009
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hungry, even if they do have a lot of scratches and bites to show
for their trouble.

Targeted
Sales
Focus
is Key
By Danita Bye

If you happen to be an especially strong bear, this situation works out
nicely. If not, you’d be smart to avoid some picnic baskets, no matter
how full of egg salad they are. Frankly, the beating you’ll take isn’t
worth the effort.
Little bears, take heart, though. There are some relatively unguarded picnic baskets out there, and you’ll learn how to find
them and break into them without getting beat up later in the
book.

Never Leave Money on the Table
This one seems so obvious that it doesn’t even bear discussion.
Then again, the worst myths, the ones that will really bring you
down, are like that. However hard it may be to believe, there is
some money you don’t want to touch. To know which is which,
you have to take a look at the core of your business, specifically,
your core competencies and core values.
Stray too far from what you’re good at for a customer who’s waving a handful of cash in your face and you’ll soon be waving
goodbye to your good reputation, profitability, staff, and sanity.
Why? Because you’re in over your head, you’re starting to question
yourself and you’re spending way too many resources on something
at which you’re mediocre at best.
Eventually, that fistful of cash starts looking like just a fist. The
same thing happens when you violate your core corporate values.
Is it okay to leave money on the table? For good business, it’s imperative that you do.

Specialization Limits Profit Potential

In her sales development and business coaching work, Danita
Bye of Sales Growth Specialists repeatedly sees one shortcoming at the heart of her clients’ failure to thrive: a failure to focus
on the narrowly defined, high ROI markets and product/service
offerings that will help them secure greater market share and
niche dominance that’s hard to budge. In her new book, Target
Sales Focus, Danita deconstructs the myths that encourage too
many managers and CEOs to dilute their sales efforts on markets that are too broad and then details a step-by-step plan to
concentrate their resources on targeted markets that deliver
more – and more predictable – sales. Here’s an excerpt.
All Markets Are Good Markets
The thinking goes like this: Markets are markets. If I can sell to
one, I can sell to another. The fact is, though, that some markets
are like three bears fighting over a picnic basket. One bear is
going to be eating egg salad and the other two are going to go

To understand why this myth is flat-out false, imagine a combination neurosurgeon/dentist/ obstetrician/ophthalmologist. Now,
imagine you’d like to ditch your eyeglasses and you’ve been hearing good things about LASIK surgery. Do you choose this doctor,
this jack-of-all-medical-procedures, to shoot a laser beam into
your eye? Either she’s brilliant, which would be a good thing for
your continued sight, or she’s just trying to get a piece of every
pie out there, no matter whether she’s qualified or not.
Since brilliance is, by definition, rare, you’ll go with the latter. And
you’ll go with a different doctor – one who really knows laser vision surgery because she’s made it her specialty. So will other
customers who value their sight. Guess which surgeon is going
to do the best, long term? Guess which surgeon gets the best
ROI out of her advertising expenditures? Guess which surgeon
can command higher rates?
To read more about the myths that keep your business from
seeing the profits it should and zero in on niche success with a
targeted sales and marketing plan, download the rest of Danita
Bye’s free Target Sales Focus today at
www.salesgrowthspecialists.com/targetsalesfocus/

Danita Bye, speaker, sales turnaround and sales acceleration specialist, founder of Sales Growth Specialists, and author believes "Timing doesn’t have as much to do with business
success as learning to deliver and committing to results at all times – regardless of competitive landscape or economic conditions." Behind her Fortune 100 experience, discipline, expansive entrepreneurial spirit, and drive, she delivers uncommonly profitable results - like 8% new business growth during a recession and 40% higher margins. Danita can be contacted
at Danita@SalesGrowthSpecialists.com or 612-267-3320
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The Riddle
of Retail
By Tom Buxton

A guy goes to a
psychiatrist and says,
"Doctor, my brother
thinks he's a chicken."
Doctor says, "How
long has this been
going on?"
Guy says, "A couple of
years now."
Doctor says, "A couple
years? Why didn't you
come to me sooner?"
Guy says, "Frankly,
doctor...we needed
the eggs."

I was (much) younger when I first heard Woody
Allen tell that joke and interpreted it to mean that
sometimes people retain bad habits or unprofitable activities much longer than they should.
Why? Because they are too afraid of the consequences of changing.
For the past few months in this column we have
been exploring the changes that it will take to
survive and/or thrive in 2010. I have made a
number of suggestions and some of them even
received a positive response from our readers.
However, I have known all along that in order to
best serve the interests of the independent
dealer community, I would need to broach what
is a very unpopular subject. It is time to discuss
The Riddle of Retail.
Over the past four years I have visited with over
30 dealers that sell from retail stores and in only
one of them has retail been profitable as a “stand
alone” venture. (The retail portion of that dealership is not located in the United States and is
successful because of the local culture and the
fact that it is the only “Superstore” within hundreds of miles.) The rest of the folks fall into three
main categories:
n Those who want to get rid of their retail
stores but haven’t gotten around to it yet.
n Those who cannot get rid of their retail
stores, because mortgages or long-term
leases limit their options.
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n Those folks that are determined to retain
their retail presence because they think it is a
great marketing and branding tool in their
community.
Let me first address those from category 1. If you
want to thrive in 2010, do everything you can do
to get out of retail now.
Every profit and loss statement I have examined
from companies with retail locations provides
significantly fewer bottom-line dollars and a
lower profit percentage than similarly sized
stocking or stockless dealers without retail.
Too much money is spent on overhead including
clerks, advertising and real estate for a retail office supply company to ever make much of a
profit.
If you have thought about getting out, but hoped
that something might change, stop hoping and
cut your losses now. Even the big guys are shutting stores everywhere they can.
For those of you who would like to eliminate your
retail store but can’t right now because of longterm commitments, do your best to cut costs
heading into 2010.
If you have always provided the best possible
service to the customers who enter your store by
staffing for peak times, cut back on your clerks’
hours to a level slightly below what standard
staffing would require.
continued on page 38
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Cross-train your commercial customer
service team to help out in the store during
busy times and train your retail staff to
take orders when the commercial team is
overloaded.
Your customers have spoken with their
dollars and they don’t seem to believe that
a highly experienced and attentive retail
team is as important to them as the “perceived” cost savings they receive at the
big box chains.
That fact brings one more suggestion to
mind. Raise prices in your retail store now.
Your retail customers believe you to be a
more expensive option than the big guys
and probably always will, so don’t waste
time trying to match their lowest priced offerings.
If anyone from the third category of dealer
is still reading this, I commend you. Please
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don’t kill me if you happen to meet me
someday, because I am willing to admit
the possibility that there could be a situation where retaining a retail store is both
fulfilling and profitable. I just haven’t seen
it yet. If you’ve got a store that is performing well for you, please let me know!
While I haven’t seen a retail store that
makes money, I have seen what reducing
or eliminating retail stores can do for a
company’s bottom line.
Let me share one recent example. Approximately 18 months ago I worked with a
dealer who had numerous retail stores in
small towns around the Midwest. He also
had a commercial division that was responsible for approximately 80% of the
company’s sales. His excessive overhead
made the company’s profit non-existent
and his creditors were quite concerned.

My friend made the decision to close most
of his stores and eliminate the overhead
tied to them. I talked to him two weeks
ago and he told me his sales are up 4%
over prior and his profitability has improved significantly.
He is extremely optimistic about the rest
of this year and 2010, because he made
the tough decisions that saved his company.
The Riddle of Retail is that deep down,
everyone knows it’s a losing proposition,
but many cannot acknowledge the fact.
Why? I am not totally sure, but could there
be a better time than now to face your
fears of change?

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO of InterBizGroup, a consulting firm that works with independent office products dealers to help increase sales and profitability,
For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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Freedom from
Government
Compliance
by Paul A. Miller

As we get closer to the end of the road for debate on
healthcare reform, we are seeing Congress starting to
shift its attention to other critical issues facing small
businesses. One of those issues is the Freedom from
Government Competition Act of 2009 (S. 1167), introduced in the Senate by Sen. John Thune (R-SD) and
in the House (H.R. 2682) by Rep. John Duncan (R-TN).
This legislation requires each executive or military department or independent establishment to obtain all
goods and services necessary for or beneficial to the
accomplishment of its authorized functions by procurement from private sources, except if: (1) such
goods or services are required by law to be produced
or performed by such agency; or (2) the head of the
agency determines and certifies that federal production or performance is necessary for the national defense or homeland security, that a good or service is
so inherently governmental in nature that it is in the
public interest to require production or performance
by government employees, or that there is no private
source capable of providing the good or service.

Paul Miller is a founding partner
in Miller/Wenhold Capitol Strategies, LLC, providers of direct and
grassroots lobbying and related
services. Before setting up
Miller/Wenhold, Miller served as
government affairs director for
the National Office Products Alliance and the Office Furniture
Dealers Alliance (NOPA/OFDA)
and he currently serves as
NOPA’s federal affairs consultant. In addition to his lobbying
and regulatory monitoring activities, Paul also provides consulting services to businesses on
selling to the federal, state and
local government markets. For
more information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.
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You may be asking yourself how outsourcing government jobs would help the office products industry.
Good question. This legislation goes beyond “outsourcing.” This legislation is critical as a way to address the continued expansion of the
Javits-Wagner-O’Day Program (JWOD/AbilityOne) in
the office products industry at the expense of independent dealers.
NOPA has long championed efforts to provide real
employment opportunities for those who are blind and
disabled. The association has reached out to the disability community to seek ways to create a program
to begin hiring more qualified people who may be
blind or disabled. It has also sought to forge a partnership with the disability community that would work
to generate better work opportunities for workers in
the JWOD program.
Unfortunately, those efforts have been met with
charges that the industry is looking to shut down the
JWOD program. This was the same argument used
by those who supported Federal Prison Industries, but
INDEPENDENT DEALER

you will notice Federal Prison Industries is still operating successfully, even with the changes the office
furniture industry sought.
NOPA wants to work with JWOD, not against it. The
problem, though, is that we are living by rules that
were created in 1938 and revised in 1971. We live in a
new age of federal contracting and we need rules and
programs to reflect this change.
Independent dealers believe all programs created by
the federal government that provide jobs and special
preferences should be held accountable and reviewed
periodically in order to ensure they are living up to
their mission. The Freedom from Competition Act
would make this type of oversight possible.
Allowing the sale of items from countries without trade
agreements under JWOD, while small businesses are
prohibited from doing so hurts small businesses and
sends the wrong message to tax-payers.
S. 1167 and H.R. 2682 would go a long way to help
clean up contracting regulations and create a system
without loopholes. The bill would put an end to the situation where government-designed programs enjoy
clearly unfair advantages over small businesses.
I’m not going to sit here and tell you this legislation is
going to fix our problems. I’m not even going to tell
you that this legislation will become law. It is my hope
however, that this legislation gets the necessary attention and congressional hearings that it deserves.
It is also my hope that this legislation will allow the office products industry to shed light on the problems
we are seeing everyday with the JWOD program.
Until Congress begins to hold itself accountable for
such programs, small businesses will continue to
struggle against a procurement system where the
cards are stacked against them.
Independent dealers support the mission of JWOD,
but we believe that changes to the program are necessary. We believe that simple oversight by Congress
is the first step and for that reason, we hope Congress
will move quickly on hearings and debate on S. 1167
and H.R. 2682.
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Developing
a Strategic
Mindset
By Bill Kuhn

Strategic thinking is an essential part of
being an effective leader. Recent columns
in this series on leadership have covered
the qualities and behavior of leaders and
the importance of effective execution. But
that’s not the whole story.
In these uncertain economic times, the ultimate success of dealers will also be determined by their ability to think
strategically, a particularly timely topic
when you are beginning to plan and
budget for the coming year.
We must challenge old ideas and traditional business plans, shift paradigms in
terms of how we now view our industry
and develop new business models. Coping with complexity and change requires
strategic thinking and action.
Key leaders and their managers must be
capable of thinking both analytically and
conceptually in developing strategic actions, solving problems and making sound
decisions, as well as being able to manage
change to implement these actions and
decisions.
A strategic mindset involves three kinds of
thinking.
NOVEMBER 2009

Conceptual thinking: The ability to grasp
ideas and concepts from a broader perspective, and then being able to put the
pieces of the puzzle together and arrive at
sound decisions for your dealership.
Critical thinking: The ability for you and
your key people to objectively—not emotionally—analyze a situation and evaluate
the opportunities and risks associated
with any course of action.
Visionary thinking: The ability to visualize
what might or could be, and then develop
new and innovative approaches, literally
re-inventing your dealership.
Conduct a self-assessment of your
strategic leadership
Based upon current observations of dealer
leadership and management, I have developed a list of five factors associated with
the strategic mindset that contribute to
successful performance—often the difference between success and failure. Lack of
such thinking results in pitfalls, as noted in
each of these five points.

level of strategic effectiveness by answering the statement posed in each item.
1. I recognize and understand events
and changing conditions in our economy, our industry, and our own marketplace. Most of us can observe what is
happening, but many dealers have not sufficiently analyzed what these changes really mean for their own dealership and for
their competition. What are your most important market trends? What conditions
can change in your local market, both
those creating additional risk and those
leading to greater opportunities?
Pitfalls: Henry Mitzberg in his classic book
The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning, exposes planning’s problems, one of which
is detachment. I would also add the emotional inability to accept reality. Failing to
face reality, to recognize early warning
signs, trends and changing paradigms are
a dealership’s danger signs. A second red
flag is failing to listen to those within and
outside your organization, including customers.

Prepare a self-assessment of your ability
to think strategically and your dealership’s
continued on page 41
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2. I am able to identify and prioritize the
risks and opportunities associated with
each major strategic decision. This
statement is predicated on the preceding
factor, but it also involves scenario planning by addressing “What if?” What are
the implications and possible outcomes of
any strategic action you implement, for example, decisions associated with implementing technological change, lowering
head count and operating costs or diversifying?
Additionally, leaders need to be constantly
attuned to the fact that opportunities and
risks change, sometimes very quickly. Set
flexible goals and be willing to change as
conditions change. When planning for
2010, no forecast or budget should be set
in stone.
Pitfalls: Failing to carefully analyze and
think through the impact of your decisions
and determine whether these decisions
are based upon valid assumptions has
been a stumbling block in many dealer
strategic plans I review. Likewise, setting
arbitrary or inflexible goals or strategies is
extremely dangerous.
3. I do not focus on a one-dimensional
strategy or a single-time horizon. Successful dealers must be great marketers and excellent operators. I am an
ardent believer in marketing guru Michael
Porter (see my July 2008 column) who
preaches the absolute necessity of being
both operationally effective and strategically positioned. I am also reminded of the
operating model developed by Treacy and
Wiersema in their book, The Discipline of
Market Leaders, where they stress the importance of both operational excellence
and customer intimacy.
Furthermore, unless you are in a critical
turnaround mode, it is extremely important
to focus on both the short and longer term:
the short-term related to what needs to be
done now, and the longer term considering how you organization should look in
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the future (the “vision” component in your
planning process). For those of us who
wear bifocals, we are constantly looking at
the near and the far. The analogy is particularly applicable to the planning process.
Pitfalls: Like most sectors of the economy,
our industry has experienced declining
revenue with cutbacks frequently required.
However several dealers with whom I have
spoken have focused primarily on only one
aspect, such as cost cutting everywhere
or focusing only on “the now.” Being operationally efficient is critical, but in these
economic times so is investing in marketing. Dealers who focus only on one priority
or look only at one time frame are probably
not developing an organization that is
likely to be around for the long term, even
in an improved economy.
4. Our dealership crosses traditional organizational boundaries with our focus
being on our core competencies. Just
as traditional business plans need to be
replaced with new concepts and new
models, so do the traditional organizational structures, breaking down the barriers of a formalized organizational structure
where everyone is in tiny little boxes of accountability and control. Strategic thinking
needs to be exploratory—finding, not
merely designing, strategies built around
processes and synthesis. Most dealer organization charts are not conducive to
such thinking.
Likewise, strategic thinking and action are
not based upon strengths and weaknesses, but instead on core competencies
which are a bundle (integration) of skills
and technologies. A core competence is
built on a disproportionate contribution to
customer-perceived value, competitive
differentiation, and extendability over time.
I regret to say that such a strategic mindset approach is rare among most dealers;
few dealers have even identified their core
competencies.

If you want a better grasp on these concepts, I recommend you read any of the
best selling books of C.K Prahalad, listed
since 2007 as Number One in the 50 most
influential management thinkers. He introduced the term “core competencies” to
the management lexicon.
Pitfalls: Traditional business plans are
highly formalized, focus on our left brain
and are built on format, hard data, and
analysis. All too often, these plans are little
more than an extended budget. Plans that
are not innovative and fail to focus on your
differentiation are probably worth next to
nothing, in spite of the hard work and effort that you may have expended.
5. I and my key people provide enlightened leadership and openness within
our organization to stimulate strategic
thinking and execute effective change.
Strategic thinking will occur within a dealership only if there are strategic thinkers,
people within the organization—at any
level—who can be creative and innovative,
and who are building on that differentiation
I mentioned in point #4. Much of the necessary talent generally exists within an organization, but the leadership has failed to
identify and energize such talent.
Before jumping into your 2010 business
plan, evaluate yourself and your dealership’s competence in these five key factors associated with the strategic mindset.
In areas where your organization may fall
short, take steps to improve your responses.
Being able to answer “yes” to these points
is mostly a function of acceptance, attitude, willingness, and commitment. Fortunately, dealer success is not rocket
science, but instead an achievable goal,
as long as top dealer management is embracing change and developing the skills,
organization culture and structure to exploit it effectively.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a noted industry consultant, writer, and speaker with over 35 years of industry experience. He consults with dealer
principals and their management teams in areas of strategic planning, leadership and organizational development, marketing, financial management, valuation and merger/acquisition. For more information, contact Bill by phone 303-322-8233, fax 303-331-9032, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.
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Love the Ones You're With…

or Make the Necessary Changes?
by Krista Moore
As we begin to close out 2009 and prepare for the new year, we start work on
many of our end-of-year activities—business planning, budgeting and setting
sales quotas, all of which are extremely important.
There is another activity however, that I would like you to consider as you prepare
for an improved and more successful 2010: evaluating your employee assets.
Are your employee assets of the caliber and talent that will take your company
to a higher level of achievement in the coming year? Are they worth investing
in?
We often hear dealers complaining about their employees, but yet they don't
take action or make any changes to resolve issues, and they don't continue to
invest in employee development. At K.Coaching we say, “If you're not going to
make changes, quit complaining and love the ones you're with.”

improvement, and decide whether that investment is worthwhile.
Salespeople tend to be easier to evaluate because their performance is usually
tied to a specific quota or goals, and that number determines the level of their
success.
If they have the basic skills and the motivation, however, you may want to continue to invest in their development. I like to use the simple ABC method.
A They meet their financial commitment to the organization (quota achievement) and meet expectations for personal development, corporate citizenship and team playing (developmental).
B They meet one or the other.
C They meet neither.

If that approach doesn’t suit you, however, then it is time to evaluate those employee
assets and consider making some changes. So, how do you begin?

With this simple review, you can then determine where you need to invest your
time and attention to get the B’s up to A’s, and how you will deal with the C’s by
providing feedback, coaching and performance planning.

This is one of the most difficult questions that small business owners face. There
are many factors for consideration: an employee’s tenure and age, for example.
Or perhaps you have a personal relationship outside of the business.

Here’s another fun exercise: Imagine that tomorrow is the first day of your company and you are hiring all new employees; which of your current employees
would you rehire?

Often the business owner or the sales leader looks at himself critically and asks
whether he did a good enough job outlining expectations for the employees, training them, and investing in them fairly.

But, most important, are they worth your investment? The following investment
criteria can be used not only for sales reps, but for all employees as you begin
to assess their value and future potential.

This may seem like a poor excuse for avoiding having the crucial conversation
and dealing with a low performing employee.

Investment Criteria

When it comes to making personnel decisions, emotions play a significant and
often distracting role, as do a variety of other compassionate factors. What if
the employee is a single parent, or is deeply committed to you and the company
despite their unremarkable performance?

Insight: To what extent does the individual demonstrate an understanding of his
or her strengths, weaknesses and impact on others?

I'd like to give you some guidelines that may help you determine the value of
continued employee investment and take some of the emotional components
out of your decision- making.
The goal is to determine if an employee has the skills and the motivation to improve, but also to identify the degree of time and effort required to create that
Rate an employee’s coachability factors using the following and
determine the necessary level of investment:
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Insight

1

2

3

Motivation

1

2

3

Basic Skills

1

2

3

Average: ____________

Coachability: The capability to learn and change.

Motivation: To what extent does the individual seek feedback, respond constructively (non-defensively) to feedback and change his or her behavior in response to feedback?
Basic Skills: To what extent does the individual possess the fundamental skills
required to do the job? In other words, does the person possess those skills that
you would expect him or her to have coming into your company?

Making an Investment Decision
You should base your investment in an individual on the likely return on
those investments to the organization.
The weight you gave the criteria in the above exercise will help you determine what type of investment or what course of action is most appropriate for each one of your team members.
Consider the following questions and decision guidelines to determine
what type of investment will be needed to best support the organization,
the customers, and your team members.
continued on page 43
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Complete an Investment Decision for your employees.
Name:
Sales Is the person at or above 85% of goal for 2008 and YTD 2009?
Results If they're not a sales person, are they achieving the goals set for them
and/or their department?
Coachability Is the person likely to respond well to coaching and development?
Cost/Benefit Do the potential benefits outweigh the time and resource cost that must
Analysis be invested?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Recommended
Action:
If you answered “No” to all these questions or
“No” to the Results question, then corrective
action is necessary. If you answered “Yes” to
all the investment questions and answered at
least “Yes” to the Results or Coachability question, then traditional coaching and development is required.
At K.Coaching we find many seasoned,
tenured employees at office products independents who are feeling quite comfortable
and not particularly challenged; for many business owners, such employees pose a rather
emotional investment criteria question.

If you believe that your employee can be more
successful and show greater achievements
through training and coaching programs, you
should know that there are many available such
programs through wholesalers, buying groups,
and independent contractors.
At K.Coaching, for example, we have powerful
one-on-one coaching programs that can help
you rebuild, retool, and motivate the employees
that you find are worth your continued investment.

clearly define those to your employees, as
we’ve always discussed and encouraged you
to do in past articles.
But also take the time to consider if you have
the right people on staff to execute your plans
and get the desired results. Consider the investment criteria, take quick action, and feel
comfortable and honest in saying, “We love the
ones we’re with!”

As you prepare for 2010, we hope that you establish your mission, vision and strategies, and

http://www.kcoaching.com/cmsfiles/kcoaching/Better2010.html
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THE OTHER SIDE OF Joe Franks

The Barbecue Man Who
Went on a Mission of Mercy
Even today, the raw numbers are chilling:
Over 1,800 deaths; property damage well
in excess of $100 billion; eighty percent of
New Orleans flooded; ninety percent of
the structures within half a mile of the Mississippi coastline along the Gulf of Mexico
completely destroyed.
That was Hurricane Katrina four years ago
and in Corinth, Mississippi, Joe Franks,
co-owner of Office Pro, watched the horror
unfold and knew he had to do something
to help. The answer was literally parked
just down the road—in a 28 ft. trailer that
was fully equipped for barbecue on a
grand scale.
Joe Franks is an office products dealer,
but he’s also a barbecue man. Not your
casual, fire-up-the-coals-on-the-weekend
kind of guy, but a serious ribs and brisket
smoker.
One of the first things he did when he and
his partners bought their dealership back
in 1992 was host a cookout for some 100
happy customers and prospects. Since
then, he’s been cooking up a storm, competing in countless barbecue cook-offs
and winning prizes for his secret sauce
from Mobile to Nashville.
Up until Katrina, barbecue had just been a
hobby for Joe Franks. But as the full impact of the hurricane hit home, his hobby
became a whole lot more.
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Joe Franks (left, in red cap) and his cousin, Cotton Thorton (center) receive second place overall cooking award at a recent cook-off at Mississippi State University.
Just days after the levees broke, Joe and
his Twist ’n Snout barbecue team were on
the road in their trailer and heading out to
those in need.
“We really had no idea what we’d find,” he
recalls. “We just knew a lot of people
needed help and this was a way we could
do something about it.”
Joe and his team found their way to Long
Beach, Mississippi, a community just outside of Gulfport that had lost 90% of its
buildings on the Gulf of Mexico to the hurricane. They started cooking and didn’t
stop for five hectic weeks, as teams from
Corinth rotated in an out of Long Beach,
to keep the fires stoked and the chicken
coming.
The Twist ’n Snout team didn’t win any
prizes during their stay, but they got—and
gave—something far more important.
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“What we did during those weeks was
probably one of the best things any of us
down there have ever done,” says Joe.
“Once word got around, people started
coming in from all over. At our peak,” he
remembers, “we were serving some 2,000
meals a day and that’s a lot of chicken.”
Today, Joe Franks is still cooking. Chances
are if you go to an industry event in Mississippi or stop by the dealership in
Corinth, you may well have an opportunity
to check out his ribs for yourself.
If they live up to just half their billing,
you’ve got some pretty fine eating to look
forward to. But it won’t taste anywhere
near as good as it did four years ago on
the Gulf of Mexico—and Joe and his team
won’t enjoy cooking it anywhere near as
much as they did back then—when it really mattered.
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THE LAST WORD

Time to
Get Back to
Annual
Business
Reviews
with Our
Suppliers

By Bruce Eaton
President
Eaton Office Supply Co., Inc.

Among the panelists at last month’s
Business Solutions Association meeting in
Orlando was Bruce Eaton, president of
Eaton Office Supply in Amherst, New York.
Bruce was asked what manufacturers,
wholesalers and rep groups could do to
more effectively assist in the success of the
independent dealer. Here’s an expanded
version of his answer:
One very useful thing our suppliers could do is revive one of our past practices that has unfortunately fallen by the wayside in recent years.
In the past, we would conduct a comprehensive
annual business review with each of our major suppliers. For these meetings, I would prepare a significant amount of information, including supplier
performance and point of sale data, inclusive of
both direct and wholesale purchases.
My goal was to understand how to build a marketing plan for the next year based on the purchasing
patterns of the past and incorporate that with what
the suppliers saw as key consumer trends for both
mature and new products. I wanted to start at the
product category level and eventually drill down to
the specific SKU.
Our actions in the marketing plan would incorporate a promotion calendar, along with product
awareness events using our collective resources to
communicate to end users the features and benefits of new and/or featured products.
Dealers have faced problems for years relative to
new product launches and promotion of growth
products, due largely to poor communication, conflicting promotional calendars among suppliers and
lack of a plan.
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Instead of dealers and their business partners working together through an agreed-upon, year-long
marketing plan, we have reacted to the promotion
of the month or quarter without any true sense of
where we were trying to go. A formal annual review
exercise would surely improve this situation.
I also believe the business review process would
help suppliers organize their sales representatives’
message and job responsibilities in a more planned
way, with a similar theme going out to the independent dealer community. All too often sales reps make
calls on independent dealers without a clear purpose and the call ends up wasting everyone's time.
Fortunately, my comments at the BSA meeting may
have made an impression on a few suppliers. Follow up questions have ensued regarding what
specifically the supplier could provide at an annual
review meeting.
Even more impressive was the response from one
supplier who wanted to build a model for a business review that they could take out to their rep
group personnel and conduct the meetings on a
timely basis.
Today's technology allows us to be very thorough
and direct in our end user outreach, with our websites, email marketing campaigns and the use of
Customer Relationship Management software all
playing an important role. Even the old school sampling program of using our delivery personnel
and including samples and literature in our
orders works.
When you couple that with the very creative supplier promotions available to us today, we can influence consumer choice. But, it needs to be done
in a planned and purposeful way. A return to regular
business reviews and more cohesive communications and cooperation would be a major step in the
right direction, both for dealers and our suppliers.
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